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Dear Reader,
What you are holding in your hand may change your view of finance. If it
does, you are not alone.
At Ashoka, we have the privilege to see the world not from one but two
powerful perspectives: We can see what social entrepreneurs see when they
envisage fast growing solutions to tough social problems. And we can see
through the eyes of their donors and investors in our community, who have
their sets of instruments to accelerate change.
Over the past five years, Ashoka leaders, Fellows and supporters in and
beyond Europe have worked together to understand one thing very clearly:
We know that there is money left on the table, and even more impact. We can
do better. We can create a market of financing for social entrepreneurs that
will work for the good of all.
The examples are now here. We created individual deals with completely new
models, we helped create new instruments (including a €86m European
guarantee fund), and we feel we are slowly changing the debate.
The following collection of articles, case studies and blog posts is a thought
provoking, and at times very provocative, preview of a financial market that
could hugely accelerate the growth of solutions to some of the world’s
toughest problems. If you agree, join this effort: As a donor or investor, you
can join the Ashoka Support Network to lend business advice, or even the
ASN Investment Club to be part of deals that would never happen without
people like you. As a journalist, academic or maven, you can do research, dig
into examples and stories, and help change minds and practice. Contact us!
If you disagree, tell us why – and help us figure it out.

All the best,
Mark Cheng, Josephine Korijn and Felix Oldenburg
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Excerpts
The world is going hybrid. Now it needs a financial ecosystem without silos.
(Say Hello To Hybrid Finance)
From Ashoka's work with over three thousand leading social entrepreneurs
around the world (including 300 in Europe), we have learnt first hand that
financing social entrepreneurs takes more than the traditional hammer of
commercial finance, whether that be equity or debt. It requires a whole
toolbox, creatively combining both philanthropy and investing. Without it, the
supply of funds will not meet the demand. Perhaps it is time to speak up for
the demand side, and talk about three truths that could transform the sector
profoundly for the benefit of all.
(Social finance: the money's there but the entrepreneurs are not)

The business case for including Social Enterprises in the mainstream of bank
partners is increasingly attractive.
(Hybrid Value Chains in Financial Services)

Let us play a simple game of three questions: "Have you ever made an
investment?“, "Have you ever made a donation?“ Most people answer yes to
both. "Have you ever invested in the same organisation you have given a
donation to?“ We yet have to find the first person to say yes.
(Full Spectrum Finance)

Many impact investors come from traditional finance, so perhaps they assume
that social entrepreneurs, like business entrepreneurs, want to capture as
much value as possible within their organization. The opposite is true: Great
social entrepreneurs want to create as much value as possible in the whole
system, even if that means leaving revenue opportunities on the table.
(The Dangerous Promise of Impact Investing)

It is time someone said it: Restrictions are not the call sign of a professional
grant maker, but a contrived and corrosive control mechanism.
(Let’s Put An End To Restricted Giving)

Donors and investors are used to operating in different worlds. Increasingly,
by working together, they are finding the formula for scaling up social
innovation.
(How Philanthropists and Investors can Work Together)
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18 February 2016 by Felix Oldenburg
http://community.businessfightspoverty.org/profiles/blogs/the-best-news-for-socialentrepreneurs-nobody-noticed?platform=hootsuite

Creating Impact for Impact Investing
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February 2016 by Felix Oldenburg (Ashoka) and Dr. Matthias Daub
(McKinsey&Company)
Full text not available online

What does it take to scale up?
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15 February 2016 Mark Cheng, interviewed by Mathilde Duteil
http://onpurpose.uk.com/take-scale-interview-mark-cheng-director-ashoka/

Gaps in the ecosystem: how to make social finance flourish
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6 November 2015 by Ellie Ward
https://www.pioneerspost.com/news-views/20151106/gaps-the-ecosystem-how-make-socialfinance-flourish

When Lean StartUp meets design thinking: lessons for social
entrepreneurs
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22 July 2015 by Mark Cheng
https://www.virgin.com/virgin-unite/entrepreneurship/when-lean-startup-meets-designthinking-lessons-for-social-entrepreneurs

Breaking the boundaries: how hybrid finance is reinventing the
social sector
28
8 June 2015 by Meera Patel
https://www.virgin.com/virgin-unite/entrepreneurship/breaking-the-boundaries-how-hybridfinance-is-reinventing-the-social-sector

How to Trigger Markets for Millions
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May 2015 by Felix Oldenburg
Not available online

How To Serve Remote Customers Who Live On Less Than $2 A
Day
38
13 April 2015 by Josephine Korijn
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2015/04/13/how-to-serve-remote-customers-who-live-onless-than-2-a-day/#5262b8e63602
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How Business Leaders Can Team Up With Social Entrepreneurs
To Change The World
40
29 January 2015 by Dan Schiff
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2015/01/29/how-business-leaders-can-team-up-withsocial-entrepreneurs-to-change-the-world/#66d3238143c7

Homeless World Cup: four steps to financing a social business 43
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5 Insights From Social Entrepreneurs On How Business Can Lift
People Out Of Poverty
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http://www.fastcoexist.com/3028067/5-insights-from-social-entrepreneurs-on-how-businesscan-lift-people-out-of-poverty
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24 November 2014 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2014/11/24/lets-put-an-end-to-restrictedgiving/#72b3db9f6c0c
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1 August 2014 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2014/08/01/say-hello-to-hybrid-finance/#4d23e2583057
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10 June 2014 by Mark Cheng and Caroline Guyot
http://ssir.org/transformative_scale/entry/moving_ideas_to_the_mainstream
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31 March 2014 by Mark Cheng
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2014/03/31/how-philanthropists-and-investors-can-worktogether-to-create-social-change/#76e442c5620b
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http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2013/11/20/a-wake-up-call-for-banks-how-they-canredefine-their-role-attract-talent-and-serve-2-5-billion-new-clients/#2dd495d37d69
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1 November 2013 by Noel Gordon, Felix Oldenburg and Nic Parmaksizian
http://germany.ashoka.org/hybrid-value-chains-banks

Social finance: the money's there but the entrepreneurs are not 62
30 April 2013 by Mark Cheng and Felix Oldenburg
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/blog/social-finance-entrepreneurs

Benevolent Schizophrenia - A Tale of Donors and Investors
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3 December 2012 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2012/12/03/what-grant-makers-can-learn-from-socialinvestors-and-vice-versa/#74c6100b4d6d
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Define Social Entrepreneurs by Their Impact, Not Their Income
Strategy
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20 July 2012 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2012/07/20/define-social-entrepreneurs-by-their-impactnot-their-income-strategy/#44066e1812ca

From Solar System to Ecosystem: A New Way to Finance Social
Entrepreneurs
69
2 July 2012 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2012/07/02/from-solar-system-to-ecosystem-a-new-wayto-finance-social-entrepreneurs/#1c66bbb21e5b

Financing Social Entrepreneurs
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8 June 2012 by Mark Cheng
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/social-entrepreneurs-corporates-financecollaboration

The Best of 2012: The Dangerous Promise of Impact Investing
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26 May 2011 Felix Oldenburg interviewed by Nilima Achwal
http://nextbillion.net/the-dangerous-promise-of-impact-investingfrom-ashoka-europe/
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For more information
www.fa-se.eu
@fase_de
The Financing Agency for Social Entrepreneurship (FASE) supports
selected social enterprises in raising growth capital. We identify investors and
financiers of the entire spectrum ranging from private investors, family offices,
foundations, social investors and banks. We put an emphasis on combining
several investors with different financing components. This is in order to
develop innovative financing approaches that scan serve as models. FASE is
an independent organisation; we care about the social and environmental
impact of our projects and seek to advance the social finance sector.

www.uk.ashoka.org
@chelcap

The Hybrid Finance Initiative supports Ashoka Fellows to scale their impact
by finding the right financing solution, which often times is a combination of
philanthropic and investment capital. This support includes finding the right
corporate structure, building their financial and business model, and finding
the right investors to partner on the organisations' growth trajectory.

www.roots-of-impact.org
info@roots-of-impact.org

Roots of Impact is a specialised advisory firm and market builder for impact
investing and development finance. We believe in the power of
entrepreneurship for social good and create innovative financing solutions for
scaling social enterprises. We advise impact investors, public funders and
strategic philanthropists globally in implementing high-impact strategies. Our
aim is to make impact investing and development finance more effective.
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Full Spectrum Finance
How Philanthropy discovers impact beyond donation and investments
March 2016 by Felix Oldenburg and Björn Strüwer
To be published
Thinking of ourselves as the center of the universe is a mistake we all make
sometimes. We correct it when new phenomena cannot be explained using
our old model. The social sector may experience such a moment with the rise
of social innovations that clash with both the expectations of philanthropy on
the one hand and business on the other. According to research by Ashoka
and McKinsey&Company published recently (Harvard Business Manager
6/2015), several recent billion dollar markets have been pioneered by social
entrepreneurs - who never had profitable markets as their primary goal. And
neither did the philanthropists who backed their ideas like open education,
private hospitality, organic agriculture, and peer-to-peer loans early in their
journey. Today, many of these markets are in the crosshairs of venture
capitalists.
The findings illustrate an increasingly confusing world, with social
entrepreneurs creating communities with huge economic potential, with
businesses engaging in venture philanthropy for long term market gains, with
foundations testing the waters of mission investing, and governments creating
(misnamed) bonds to create social impact.
"For profit or not for profit?", though, is still the simple question that frames our
thinking as well as the reality of pretty much every social entrepreneur. It
suggests that business models either return at -100%, and thus require
donations or subsidies, or return above inflation rate, and thus attract loans or
equity. Pretty much all financial instruments currently in broad use correspond
to one of these two ends of the spectrum.
Yet the most interesting ideas live between these extremes, and clash with
the expectations of donors and investors alike.
Let us play a simple game of three questions: "Have you ever made an
investment?“, "Have you ever made a donation?“ Most people answer yes to
both. "Have you ever invested in the same organisation you have given a
donation to?“ We yet have to find the first person to say yes. This is mind
boggling, and exposes a deep divide hardwired in our brains.
A part of the explanation is culture, another part business model. Much of the
discussion about "what works, what scales and what is worth investing in" has
been pioneered by a growing community of impact investors. Most have a
background in venture capital and private equity, with a language alien to
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much of the social sector. Even more importantly, they typically use
straightforward business models targeting a small range of risk-return profiles
and deal sizes. And in contrast to the excitement they create, their footprint
has remained tiny, in particular in Continental Europe - for good reason: They
are a dangerous promise to many social organizations who are not able to
deliver the expected financial returns. More often than not, markets remain
imperfect and do not translate value created for society into returns created
for investors. There is a significant mismatch between the available financing
volume, investors’ expectations and the actual needs of social entrepreneurs.
This is why it is time for the other end of the return spectrum to make its play.
Philanthropists can create a compelling business case, and respond to the
demand from social entrepreneurs. Rather than emulating the restrictive
investment models of impact investors, they could think of investing as
recycling of donations, and could develop the flexibility to ask only for partial
returns. In effect, by thinking of their grants and their endowment as puzzle
pieces that can be combined in creative ways, they could deploy a broad
range of financial instruments covering the full spectrum of financial returns
from -100% all the way up to positive returns.
Doing so helps them solve three challenges: First, most grantees come back
for the same money after funding ends. Using investments where possible
can nudge them towards developing earned income streams and ultimately
reduce financial dependency on grant makers. Secondly, foundations can
spend (parts of) every Euro multiple times, and increase their portfolio even in
times of low market returns. Thirdly, using both grant making and investing
and everything in between replaces the one-to-one relationship of a
foundation and its grantee with a more collaborative network of players,
increasing the potential for learning and impact orientation.
It sounds plausible in theory, but how do we implement this ambitious plan in
practice? Philanthropists are neither investing with negative return
expectations nor are they going to subsidize the returns of investors or take
over the risks for them. Well, in fact, that’s exactly what they should do (and
some already are doing) – if they are really looking for the most effective way
to realize their own objectives: generating social impact on a large scale. The
most common strategy at present is using guarantees and other de-risking
instruments like junior equity or subordinated debt provided by public funders
or philanthropists. This mechanism addresses the concern of private capital
providers by ensuring their capital can be preserved.
But there are other innovative models in the field of hybrid or blended finance
which are paving new ways for full spectrum finance – either through smart
combinations of different sources of capital or via innovation in the financial
instrument itself. Intermediaries like Roots of Impact, the Financing Agency for
Social Entrepreneurship and others are continuously developing models that
are ready to be adopted on a broader scale. Here are some examples of
these “game changers”:
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Impact Mezzanine / Revenue Participation Agreement
Mezzanine capital is characterized by a mixture of features from equity and
debt. The aim of this "quasi equity" is to provide growth capital without the
need for a social enterprise to sell equity, resulting in less dilution of
ownership or loss of control – a key consideration for companies with deep
social missions that might be compromised through traditional financing. A
specific form of mezzanine is the revenue participation agreement. It entitles
the investor to a pre-defined amount of the revenues of the company. The
social enterprises pays back in line with its revenue generation capability. The
revenue sharing model provides the company with financial flexibility and
flexible repayment options.
Hybrid investments - philanthropy plus investment at the same time
There are several ways and structures to bring philanthropic and investment
capital together in a single transaction. For example, both types of capital can
be brought in at the same time with the explicit intent to reduce the cost of
capital for the social enterprise via the philanthropic funds. There are many
social enterprises operating with (at least) two legal entities - a non-profit and
a for-profit organization. This hybrid business structure facilitates the
combination of different sources of funding. In countries like the UK or the US
there are already legal forms for social enterprises established that have
hybrid elements from the for-profit and from the non-profit world.
Hybrid investments over time
Another means of using full spectrum finance is going hybrid "over time".
Examples include convertible grants or forgivable loans. With a convertible
grant the social investor provides the organization with a grant that is
converted into equity or debt only in the case of success. Consequently the
financing risk of a certain project or intervention is covered by the provider of
the convertible grant. The opposite of that is a forgivable loan. It is a loan
which is converted into a grant in the case of success. If the social enterprise
reaches the goals agreed on beforehand by the investor and investee, the
loan does not have to be repaid. The social enterprise bears the full risk of
project success and on top of that has a strong incentivation for making it
happen as planned.
New pay-for-impact model: Social Impact Incentives
The pay-for-success landscape is currently dominated by the Social Impact
Bond (SIB). SIBs are typically based on pre-defined outcome targets and if
the service providers achieve these targets, investors are paid back with
premiums (returns). This approach has been further developed: Considering
that there is no simple yes or no answer for impact, the aim of the innovative
Social Impact Incentives (SIINC) is to generate a strong incentive for all
parties - not only the investors - to continuously outperform the outcome
targets and accelerate the impact. This "incentivation approach" is applied to
high-impact social enterprises running market-based models.
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How does this work? An outcome payer (e.g. a philanthropic organization,
development agency or other donor) agrees to make premium payments to
the enterprise based on the social contribution generated by their operations.
These premiums are paid in parallel to the revenues the enterprise generates
through its activities – straight-forward and without complicated structures. In
this way, impact is incentivized with the social performance of the enterprise
being directly linked with its levels of profitability and thus its attractiveness for
investors. The SIINC model is therefore an effective means of leveraging
public or philanthropic funds to catalyze private investment in areas where
there is high social impact, but where current conditions would provide below
market-rate financial returns.
The first use of the SIINC model will be in Latin America and the Caribbean,
where Roots of Impact has launched a Public Private Development
Partnership (PPDP) with support from Ashoka and in collaboration with the
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) and the InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB).
The challenge in all this is not in the financial engineering. It is a public
education task. How many foundation executives will have the courage to
seem less generous on the surface as they reduce pure grant making and
move along towards investing along the spectrum?
The key to winning the argument lies in clear impact measures for moving
from grants towards hybrid investments. There really is a simple imperative:
Choose the financial instrument that maximises impact over time and look for
the most appropriate financiers to make it happen. This needs to be
transparent towards grantees/investees as well as the public.
What we envisage is almost a Copernican revolution. Rather than revolving
around maximising the utility of one instrument (grants), philanthropy would
revolve around the potential impact of a portfolio organization, and use grants
as one of several enabling and highly leveraged tools in a far more
collaborative tool box.
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Hybrid Social Finance: Partnerships
That Drive Change And Success
2 February 2016 by Bernard Coffey
To be published
It was a simple networking dinner where a business executive met a social
entrepreneur with a great idea, which led to a long-term and very successful
partnership in the nascent field of social finance and “impact investing.”
The social entrepreneur, Luke Dowdney, is an Ashoka Fellow who had spent
the past 10 years launching and building a social venture called Fight For
Peace; which runs boxing and martial arts academies and youth leadership
programs to get young people out of gangs in London and Rio de Janeiro.
Fight For Peace developed a unique and comprehensive support and change
system they call the Five Pillars methodology; which includes boxing and
martial arts, education, employability, social support, and youth leadership.
Since launching in 2000, Fight for Peace had already seen tremendous
growth and success as its boxing gyms and training programs were impacting
thousands of young people in more than 20 countries. However, in order to
continue to grow the nonprofit organization it needed to diversify beyond the
traditional charity fundraising channels and find new capital and revenue
streams.
The business executive that Dowdney met that night was Serge Kremer, the
co-founder of the Netherlands-based venture capital firm Penguin Ventures,
and a member of the Ashoka Support Network (ASN). The ASN is a global
network of industry leaders who come together to help Ashoka and their 3,200
leading social entrepreneurs, elected as Ashoka Fellows, drive social change
around the world. The guidance, resources, and expertise that ASN members
provide are often instrumental in transforming and scaling a Fellow’s social
enterprise.
The forming of a great partnership
In 2010, as a member of ASN, Kremer was hosting a dinner to bring together
other ASN members with Ashoka Fellows who were seeking guidance on how
to scale their social ventures. Dowdney received much more than guidance as
Kremer agreed to invest that night, and a long-term and successful
partnership was formed. Kremer believes that it is very important for impact
investors to work with people and subject matter areas that resonate with
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them. He says, “Luke and I had an immediate personal connection. I liked his
vision, his thoroughly researched and tried-and-tested approach, his
entrepreneurial spirit, and his way of doing business.”
Dowdney came to the dinner fully prepared with a business plan to develop a
new social enterprise, which would potentially bring a new revenue stream to
Fight for Peace and would provide the capital it needed to scale. What came
of the conversations they had that night and the many more throughout the
proceeding months was the establishment of the LUTA Sportswear company,
which would donate half of its profits to further the mission of Fight for Peace.
LUTA was a line of Brazilian-inspired high-performance sportswear designed
to reflect the vibrancy and the rugged character of the favelas where many of
the Fight for Peace fighters lived. LUTA was much more than just a charitable
line of clothing as it was founded on a sound a business plan that targeted an
underserved market segment and it gave the customer a choice of purchasing
a piece of sport clothing that was of comparable price and quality, if not better,
of the major sport brands while supporting a great cause.
Win win social finance deal
Dowdney took on the role of CEO and Kremer became his business partner
and CFO. Together they helped LUTA grow and become very successful, and
in 2014 the company was bought by Reebok , which agreed to continue
directing a portion of LUTA profits to support Fight for Peace. This ensured a
solid financial return for its investors and more importantly long-term financial
sustainability and growth for Fight for Peace.
When asked how he knew that Kremer was the right partner, Dowdney stated,
“He’s a good guy and cares about what Fight for Peace is all about. If he was
the richest and best business brain in the world but didn’t care for Fight for
Peace, I wouldn’t have been interested. Luckily for me and Fight for Peace,
Serge is an extremely successful businessman and he cares.”
The deal was structured with equity investors and debt facilitators, like a
typical acquisition. But one key exception was the investors were investing not
strictly from a financial return perspective, but more importantly from a social
return approach. For Kremer and other investors, the deal didn’t make sense
unless it first led to growth and further success of Fight for Peace. As such,
the deal and the management teams of Fight for Peace and LUTA were
structured in such a way that it would lead to success for Fight for Peace.
“My partnership with Luke was in no way different from any other business
venture. When looking for partners, I look for exactly the same in a traditional
business setting as in a social enterprise setting: entrepreneurship,
thoroughness, stamina, good way with people, fun to hang out with. My
investment approach was only different in that the financial return was not the
only or the main evaluation parameter. If there would have been a choice
between A) achieving our goals with LUTA and not seeing any of my money
back, or B) making a whopping financial return but not achieving our LUTA
goals, I would have chosen A).”
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The future of social finance
Deals and partnerships like LUTA are becoming more and more frequent as
the social finance market grows with the help of global organizations like
Ashoka, who through their ASN Angel Network, has been working for several
years to create hybrid social finance models, which bring traditional
commercial funders and investors together with the philanthropists,
grantmakers and donors to support the evolving hybrid social business
models that are emerging from their global network of Ashoka Fellows.
Ashoka is not alone in their work in shifting the viewpoint from the investor to
the social entrepreneur as several funds and organizations are emerging to
profoundly transform the financial sector, such as the CAF Social Impact
Fund, Shared Impact, Funding Agency for Social Entrepreneurship, and
Roots of Impact.
Dowdney states that Ashoka was instrumental in Fight for Peace’s success by
“finding an involved investor who didn’t want to just ‘donate to charity,’ but
invest and be involved in building success.”
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The best news for social entrepreneurs
nobody noticed
18 February 2016 by Felix Oldenburg
http://community.businessfightspoverty.org/profiles/blogs/the-best-news-for-socialentrepreneurs-nobody-noticed?platform=hootsuite
In 2015, the European Commission through the European Investment Fund
announced a €92m investment facility for social entrepreneurs. It is one of the
largest public sector commitments ever in this field. Bigger than Obama’s
initial Social Innovation Fund. Bigger than anything that has come out of
the G8 Social Impact Investing Task Force. It took almost five years of
lobbying to make it happen.
Curiously, even six months later, nobody seems to have noticed.
Perhaps this is because the new program does not offer one of the two
familiar types of financing for social innovation, and therefore sits outside the
established silos (or planets, as I argued years ago). It neither offers
traditional grants nor traditional investments but rather something in between:
a guarantee. This guarantee allows investors to reduce their risk when
investing in social innovations that are hard to fund in Europe's still misaligned
impact investing market today. It will lose money over time but in the smartest
possible way - by allowing others to engage in types and sizes of deals
previously impossible.
This is hugely significant. Perhaps even revolutionary. It will help establish
what we have called hybrid finance. It may finally tackle the second biggest
problem in our field: The lack of a pipeline of investable social entrepreneurs.
And this in turn will help fix the biggest challenge in our field: The persisting
mental (and very real) disconnect between the world of charity and the world
of business.
But let’s start from the beginning: Hybrid finance is the discipline of combining
repayable and non-repayable sources of funding in order to offer to social
entrepreneurs the type of funds that actually correspond with their business
models. For example, a social organisation that discovers it can not only
operate on grants but can build a revenue stream in addition, may not look
very attractive to impact investors until it can return upwards of 5-10% (if not
more) on an investment. So once an organisation leaves the pure grant end of
the financial return spectrum (-100% return), it enters a no man’s land, being
neither attractive to grant givers nor to investors.
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The result: since the European (and most other) markets for social
entrepreneurs are so far made up exclusively of donors looking for nonprofits, and impact investors looking for profitable social businesses,
organisations operating at the exciting but frequently not-yet-profitable
transition stage to new business ideas have had to be very creative. Typically,
they set up two different vehicles, one for profit, one non-profit, to correspond
with the preferences of investors. In effect, they create hybrid organisations.
Recently, the Financing Agency for Social Entrepreneurship have mirrored
this practice on the financing side, by putting together (or "syndicating“) hybrid
deals involving investors (and sometimes donors) with different risk return
profiles. The EU new guarantee facility adds a puzzle piece that could help
create deals that have so far not been possible, funding even earlier, and
riskier innovations, because investors will factor in the reduced risk of default,
and be able to bring down their return expectations. And in time, donors will
learn from these guarantees that bringing non-repayable capital into
investments can be a really good idea. In effect, they can help fund many
times more organisations than with a pure grant model.
Ultimately, everyone interested in funding great social ideas will realise that
the idea of some players investing funds with no repayment, while others are
aiming to get their money back, and others trying to turn a profit is not such a
strange thing. After all, grant givers fund academic research that sometimes
leads to profitable ventures (and other investors benefiting), and governments
do the same, even providing subsidies to for profit businesses, as well as
export guarantees.
We believe that hybrid finance will be taught in business schools soon,
and practised to fund social innovation everywhere. It allows investors,
donors, really everyone, to come together and put the idea first, not the
financial instrument. Great organizations such as MyBnk, which
brings financial literacy to millions of kids and prevents personal debt, could
benefit. About a dozen have been funded by hybrid deals in the past year.
They include organizations as diverse as the DORV centers which help
citizens maintain basic local services together, or the Insolvents Anonymous.
The EU is about to create a functioning financial market for social innovations.
Next it needs to build a true internal, cross-border market that will allow these
ideas to travel freely between member states.
Hopefully, many member states will replicate the EU’s idea. That would be
more great news for the continent’s social entrepreneurs - and for a world in
which the walls between sectors need to come down far more quickly.
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Creating Impact for Impact Investing
Summary of Findings
February 2016 by Felix Oldenburg (Ashoka) and Dr. Matthias Daub
(McKinsey&Company)
Full text not available online
Ashoka and McKinsey&Company joined forces to provide an reality check on
a market phenomenon that has captured not only the agenda of circles of
power including the G8 and Davos but also the imagination of the financial
industry: impact investing. Bringing a much needed fresh perspective and new
vision ("hybrid finance") to the discussion, this report starts from insights into
the reality of social entrepreneurs (the neglected demand side of the market)
as well as rigorous analysis of the market failures still dominating the
ecosystem - and draws a roadmap towards a €50bn collaborative market that
works not only for investors but for the good of all.
Write to Markus Freiburg at mfreiburg@fa-se.eu, if you want to receive the full
report
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What does it take to scale up?
Interview with Mark Cheng, Director at Ashoka
15 February 2016 Mark Cheng, interviewed by Mathilde Duteil
http://onpurpose.uk.com/take-scale-interview-mark-cheng-director-ashoka/
In this edition of the On Purpose blog we focus on scaling-up. Silvia Ursu, Apr’
15 Associate, interviewed Mark Cheng, Director at Ashoka, on scaling-up in
the social enterprise sector, key drivers and constraints, and the role of big
business.
What is Ashoka’s experience with scaling up?
Over the past 35 years, we’ve supported just over 3,000 social entrepreneurs
(‘Ashoka Fellows’) around the world, and we’ve learnt that there isn’t a onesize-fits-all approach to scaling. Social entrepreneurs aren’t just trying to grow
a business: what they really care about is creating a systemic change in
society. And that means that success for them is not just about larger market
share: it’s about how did they change society? If that’s your goal, then there
are many more routes to impact that just selling more products: for example
open sourcing your model, or actively encouraging replication, franchising
your concept, campaigning to change people’s mindsets or to create policy
change, and so on.
How our fellows’ ideas reach scale depends on their nature, whether it’s a
business, a mass movement or a whole new approach to tackling a social
issue (such as crowdfunding or sharing economy models).
We have also observed that there isn’t a correlation between impact and the
type of business model our fellows adopt. In our network of 3,000 Fellows,
fewer than 20% run pure for-profit businesses. The vast majority adopt hybrid
models that can vary from pure charity to some combination of charity and forprofit business. Finally, scaling up impact isn’t the same thing as scaling the
organisation. Fair Trade has become much more than Café Direct. Or take
microfinance: Mohammad Yunus founded the microfinance movement with
the Grameen Bank, but the idea outgrew the founding organisation and has
taken many different forms since.
Why is reaching scale difficult?
Starting social entrepreneurs face two important challenges: a lack of a level
playing field and a broken financial system. When a social entrepreneur
comes up with a great idea for an enterprise but gives part of profits
to support a social cause, or targets a low income community as customers,
or engages in activities such as education or community support that create
social benefit but do not bring in revenues, by definition he/she is at
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a disadvantage relative to commercial counterparts who don’t face similar
constraints. So the first barrier is that most social entrepreneurs are working
with extra constraints that their competitors do not face.
The second challenge is the broken funding system for social purpose-driven
organisations. Social entrepreneurs are often forced to choose their legal form
right from the start, which determines their access to finance. They can either
be a charity, which is limited to raising donations. Or they choose to be a forprofit, in which case they can access investment capital but are expected to
offer financial returns. Many social entrepreneurs find that neither option is
right for them. They need subsidized capital from donations and philanthropy
to get their idea off the ground, but they also need access to investment
capital to grow. The market that provides that capital is very limited at present,
although this starting to change.
Attracting talent is another important challenge that social enterprises
face in their quest for scale. How can they overcome this?
This is a huge issue, particularly because of the lack of diversity of talent,
experience and expertise at different levels and the cultural attitudes toward
earning competitive salaries in the social sector. There is an absence
of mechanisms to help people in the commercial and public sectors who have
built a wide range of expertise and networks, make a transition into the social
sector. I would love to see more programs, such as On Purpose, that helps
people transition to the social impact space. My sense is that mid-career is a
particularly important point to make that shift, when a person has so much
experience and skills to bring with them.
How does technology help spreading social innovation and scaling
social impact?
What’s interesting for me about technology is not the actual tech itself, but
how it enables new ways for people to organise themselves, or enables
wholly new business models. Take mobile telephony in East and SubSaharan Africa. Products and services like M-Pesa in Kenya, which
allows people to make financial transactions on their mobile phones, have not
only revolutionised the banking sector, but are also radically improving lives
by enabling new models that could have not been done before. Ashoka
has supported several successful solar energy enterprises that have brilliantly
married mobile technology with solar technology, for example. People can buy
a solar panel and pay for energy with mobile credit on a pay-as-you-go basis.
And if the panel gets stolen, which was been a huge problem for early solar
businesses, it can be deactivated immediately by also using
mobile technology. This innovative use of technology is creating
a transformative impact at the base of the pyramid in countries in Africa,
South East Asia, Latin America and India.
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Does big business play a role in scaling up social impact? How do you
see large corporations – competitors or allies of social business in
delivering impact?
In the last 10 years there has been a sea-change in how big business and
social entrepreneurs interact. Previously, social entrepreneurs were the
disruptors that were going to take down the business model of the big players.
Now there is a recognition that working with the incumbents helps social
entrepreneurs achieve scale. The former have vast resources and exert a lot
of influence. For instance, I often argue that the head of procurement of
Tesco’s or Sainsbury’s can make more social impact than a thousand NGOs
put together by choosing where they source from and how they operate their
supply chain. Similarly, big businesses are realising the opportunities of
working together with social entrepreneurs. Companies such as Unilever,
MasterCard and Google are partnering with Ashoka to create partnerships
with social entrepreneurs. By collaborating with social enterprises on the
ground, not only are they able to have a positive social impact, but also gain
the trust of investors, customers and employees.
Can you give an example of a social initiative that scaled up
successfully?
One of my favourite examples is Teach for America. Wendy Kopp, the
founder of Teach for America, came up with a brilliant idea that turned around
the perception of the teaching profession in the US. Teaching went from
a disregarded profession to a profession that young people would aspire to.
By recruiting the brightest university graduates and providing them with the
challenge of spending the first 2 years of their careers working in the nation’s
toughest schools, Teach for America managed to make the teaching
profession a badge of prestige and an experience that future employers would
value. Wendy then went on to launch Teach for All foundation, which spreads
the model and supports other organisations from across the globe to
implement it in their countries. The Teach for All movement is now active
in over 40 countries and growing, which is a testimony to the quality and the
power of the idea. Our version here, Teach First, is the largest single recruiter
of graduates in the UK today.
What I find interesting about Teach for All is that it’s not a business. It is not
the kind of classic social enterprise that is amenable to traditional capital
raising, because it doesn’t actually sell products and services. And yet it made
a massive demonstrable social impact recruiting high quality individuals to be
teachers, many of whom stay well beyond the two years. Nonetheless, no
venture capitalist could ever invest in this kind of project because it
doesn’t generate financial return. The success of Teach for America and the
Teach for All model shows that we have to be open to these kinds of social
impact organisations and design a capital system that can help them reach
scale too.
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Is there a social cause that drives you personally?
I’m very passionate about youth work. Every summer I volunteer in a
programme calledLIFEbeat which works with teenagers from all walks of life,
many from broken homes and really tough backgrounds. LIFEbeat runs
creative arts based summer camps for young people to help them discover
their creativity and potential. The programme brings together youth from all
over the country and it’s amazing to see how just in the space of one week
these young people can absolutely transform and flourish.
What advice do you have for budding social entrepreneurs?
Social entrepreneurs often think that they can only do one of two things: either
raise grants and donations OR raise investment. But having worked with
many social entrepreneurs over the years what I’ve seen is that the most
successful ones blend both. So, my first bit of advice is be very broad on how
you pick the sources of finance and do not feel that you have to be in one box.
My second piece of advice is to be proud of being a social enterprise and
make that part of your brand and your marketing. The best social enterprises
make an asset of their social value, and use it in how they attract
customers, how they operate and how they recruit. If you manage to do these
two things, then your social enterprise will be ahead of the game.
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Gaps in the ecosystem: how to make
social finance flourish
6 November 2015 by Ellie Ward
https://www.pioneerspost.com/news-views/20151106/gaps-the-ecosystem-how-makesocial-finance-flourish
From dealflow to a lack of education, this week leaders in social finance
addressed some of the key barriers preventing the UK market from
flourishing. Ellie Ward reports
Last month Antony Bugg-Levine, the chair of the Global Impact Investing
Network, told delegates at London's Critical Mass conference that in the world
of social finance there were “hypers, haters and doers”. Clearly, this nascent
market will only flourish if it is the ‘doers’ leading the charge.
In order for these doers to lead the way however, there clearly needs to be
greater understanding within the space as to the key barriers facing
individuals working in different environments, whether that be in government,
intermediaries or social ventures themselves.
At the Yale Club of London's seminar on Social Finance, hosted by the Royal
Bank of Scotland (RBS), panelists attempted to take on some of the barriers
preventing the development of the social finance market on a case by case
basis.
Dealflow dilemma
One of the most common criticisms of the social investment space is that not
enough capital is getting to social ventures. Mark Cheng, the European
director ofAshoka, explained: “While there have been a huge number of funds
set up in this space, the constant refrain you hear from fund managers is that
there’s not a lot of dealflow.
“The reason this is the case is that there are so many ideas and enterprises
that are dying before the stage a fund would come in with £3-5m – or the kind
of investment sizes needed in order for a fund to be economically viable. The
capital need of a lot of early stage social entrepreneurs is much lower than
that in the £500,000 stage or lower.”
This level of investment is not an attractive market for institutional investors,
meaning that the people who can invest at this early stage are angel
investors. However, then arises the challenge of returns. Cheng said: “In the
commercial world you have an active network of angel investors, but they
expect financial returns of between 15 and 20 times their initial investment
because that’s the level of risk they are taking.
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“In many social sector organisations that’s not realistic – returns are possible
but are not quite the level where the risk reward matches what a commercial
angel demands.”
The solution? In part it is about developing a stronger network of social impact
angel investors. According to Cheng the recently introduced Social
Investment Tax Relief “could be a real game changer” in terms of creating a
more enabling market that would appeal to these less risk averse investors.
Telling the story
Whilst social impact bonds (SIBs) remain a controversial and relatively small
element of the social finance market in the UK, momentum around them is
increasing, thus providing the case that they should be addressed. SIBs also
relate closely to the wider issue of making government procurement practice
more generally focus on the social and environmental impact of its purchasing
decisions.
When it comes to SIBs, if this outcomes based contract form of
commissioning is to be developed, co-founder of Bridges Ventures Michele
Giddens argued for “more education within government to encourage officials
to procure in a different way and to feel empowered that they have the
technical knowledge to be able to pay for social outcomes, rather than
services”.
At another event in London this week hosted by the Impact Investor Club,
head of social finance at the Cabinet Office Kieron Boyle offered some
valuable advice on how the social sector can work better with policymakers
and commissioners.
“How can we get policymakers and those commissioning services to think
more creatively about partnerships? There are no short cuts but policymakers
like others respond to stories of where they see things work.
“One idea of how this field can work better with policymakers is to tell easier
stories about the impact occurring. Also, it is important not to oversell as well.
Commissioners often feel oversold to – only sold the positives of what is
happening rather than the full story.”
The full story
Often conversations around social finance seem to focus on social impact
bonds and large institutional funds – the headline acts. But, CEO of
the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation Caroline Mason told delegates at RBS HQ
they’ve “been done to death” and that she’d prefer more notice was taken of
the broader spectrum of social finance initiatives.
Mason explained the land purchasing facility Esmée Fairbairn is operating.
“When a piece of land comes on to the open market that is of high
environmental or conservation value, we buy it and have arrangements with a
number of NGOs where they get given two years to raise the money to buy
that land back off us.
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“We charge them a 2% facility fee, plus the legal fees, which they incorporate
into their fundraising. We’ve done that 14 times now – it gets cheaper each
time as we now have the correct documents to do it and it’s very low risk
because the land in this country is not going to go out of fashion very quickly,”
she said.
Next up, Mason cites the momentum around crowdfunding as something she
suspects will increasingly play a more prominent role in the social finance
industry. “If you look at the platform Ethex, since launching in February last
year it has raised £1m a month directly from retail investors, which is then put
straight into organisations that need it,” she said. This contrasts the often very
slow process of raising funds in the way that institutional investors operate.
The final segment of the market described was the role of the likes of Charity
Bankand Triodos Bank, “which offer ISAs so you can deposit your money and
save, whilst getting a pretty good return commensurate of any other bank in
the country”. To date both banks have provided millions to charities and social
enterprises.
Social finance is by no means a panacea to all the social and environmental
issues facing societies, not just in the UK but globally. Welfare, aid and
traditional philanthropic giving play a vital role in a number of areas where
social finance is not just suitable. Take the refugee crisis, which is dominating
news coverage in mainstream media outlets currently.
“Can social finance play a role in emergency crisis situations such as this?”
the Yale Alumni panelists were asked. The answer? Essentially no, however it
could perhaps play a role in providing insurance policies to people living in
areas prone to environmental disasters.
Concluding discussions Esmée Fairbairn’s CEO stated: “There’s a trick we
are missing in this market and it’s that people get this. Ordinary people get
this in spades. The problem is that the institutional market just is not shifting
and does not get this at all.” The mainstream finance industry is simply failing
to recognise the importance of social and environmental responsibility.
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When Lean StartUp meets design
thinking: lessons for social
entrepreneurs
22 July 2015 by Mark Cheng
https://www.virgin.com/virgin-unite/entrepreneurship/when-lean-startup-meetsdesign-thinking-lessons-for-social-entrepreneurs
Are you a social entrepreneur? Ashoka UK Director Mark Cheng shares
what he learned from our Hangout on design and Lean StartUp and how
these approaches could help you make an impact.
In the past decade, there has been a revolution in how we think about
bringing new products and services to market. Driving that revolution have
been two major movements: the Lean StartUp methodology first set out by
Eric Ries, and design thinking, popularised by leading design consultancies
such as IDEO.
So as a fan of both, it was with great interest that I watched this week’s Virgin
Unite Google Hangout with three industry titans: Eric Ries in conversation
with Tim Brown, the CEO of IDEO, and Jake Knapp, a Design Partner
at Google Ventures.
It was a stimulating and fun conversation, which ranged across a wide
number of topics. Both Lean StartUp and design thinking have a great deal in
common, but they evolved separately and are only now starting to converge,
with fascinating results.
Lean StartUp’s principles are as simple as they are profound: don’t wait for
perfection when creating something new, just get a ‘minimum viable product’
(the most basic workable version) in front of a customer as quickly as you
can. Get customer feedback based on actual observed market behaviour
(‘customer validation’) then continually iterate your product and market
strategy (‘persist, pivot or kill’) based on that feedback until you hone in on
exactly what customers want.
To generations of start-up entrepreneurs reared on the classic approach of
traditional business schools (which might be caricatured as: ‘guess what your
customers want. Write a five-year business plan which you commit to
unswervingly. Raise a bucket load of cash. Spend the money, and pray that
your strategy comes right first time’), Ries’ approach came as an epiphany.
You mean you’re supposed to adapt the business plan continuously? That the
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customer is actually the most important person to speak to? This was
intoxicating, radical stuff.
Design thinking is no less revolutionary. Similar to Lean StartUp, there is a
relentless focus on the customer. In the case of design thinking, the emphasis
is on truly understanding the customer’s real needs, of ‘taking a walk in the
user’s shoes’. In other words, a really deep application of empathy, as the
critical quality needed for success. If you understand the real needs of your
customer, you have the true north for which to aim. The design process is
then about how to creatively generate as many ideas as possible, refine them
through customer feedback, and evolve towards a best-fit solution.
So the discussion had me thinking – what can social entrepreneurs, or those
running non-profits, learn from Lean StartUp and design thinking? The answer
is: a great deal.
For non-profits, substitute ‘beneficiary’ for ‘customer’ if you need to, but the
principles are the same. Walking in the shoes of the person that you are trying
to serve, prototyping a solution and iterating it continuously based on
observed real world behaviour, not assuming a solution but testing it in the
field – these are as true for the social start-up in Sudan as they are for the
latest tech launch in Silicon Valley.
At Ashoka, we meet many founders of social ventures, and we resonate
wholly with what Ries, Brown and Knapp are saying. In particular, the
emphasis on starting with empathy for the people that you serve is a huge
observation for us.
I’ve met many bright founders bringing a fantastic product to market that could
transform the lives of millions of people living at the base-of-the-pyramid.
Solar lanterns, water purifiers, clean cook-stoves, water-free toilets, drip
irrigation systems – the list is long and impressive.
But how many actually met their customers before they built a product and
went off to sell them? Depressingly few.
I remember one enterprise that distributed affordable eye-glasses to
impoverished rural kids in India. It would have made a huge difference to their
education. Yet a surprising number of the glasses were broken or ‘lost’ very
quickly. Why? Because the (early versions) of the glasses were just plain
ugly. It turns out children at the base-of-the-pyramid are the same as kids all
over the world – they care how they look in front of their peers. Design
thinking would have found that out quickly.
Another venture had developed a rainwater capture device for use in
Bangladesh. By capturing rainwater on their roofs, the local women could
save hundreds of hours a month queueing up for water at the local pump,
which was often unreliable and dirty. Who wouldn’t want to save all that time?
Yet it turned out that gathering around the local village pump was actually a
key social event where women of the village met and talked. Displacing that
with one solution (reduced time carrying water) would actually have failed to
meet another key need of the village (social gathering). It transpired that the
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women didn’t really place high value on the time saved, or on getting cleaner
water than what they could obtain from the pump. Hence no demand for the
product, no matter how useful it would have been.
Ashoka entrepreneur Al Hammond later turned this insight on its head when
designing a project called ‘E-Health Points’ in rural India. If the customer’s real
need is not just for affordable clean water but also for social gathering, why
not set up centres offering low cost clean water, where people could gather?
And once gathered, other health services that they would not otherwise go out
of their way to pay for, such as health check-ups and vaccinations, could then
be provided. They tried it, it worked. Prototype, persist or pivot, then scale –
classic lean thinking in action.
Lean Startup and design thinking have revolutionised how start-ups work
today. The world’s best social entrepreneurs and non-profits are taking note.
It’s time for lean and design to meet social.
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Breaking the boundaries: how hybrid
finance is reinventing the social sector
8 June 2015 by Meera Patel
https://www.virgin.com/virgin-unite/entrepreneurship/breaking-the-boundaries-howhybrid-finance-is-reinventing-the-social-sector
Contemporary boundaries between private companies and non-profits are
increasingly porous. The traditionally rigid separation between the two models
is rooted in an archaic vision of assigned roles: businesses make money,
charities tackle social issues.
This makes little sense in a world where a burgeoning climate crisis, dramatic
economic inequality and an inadequate education system threaten us all.
Furthermore, resources and even staff members are flowing between the two
worlds with a growing regularity.
In the context of shared challenges it is unsurprising that some of the most
exciting social innovation is located in the middle space, between business
and charity. FASE and the Ashoka Hybrid Finance Accelerator seek to
support some of the best social innovators to flourish in this middle space with
sophisticated hybrid structures. Traditionally, most charities have been
excluded from raising investments; reliant instead on the goodwill of donors
and foundations – their capacity, and thus their impact, has been defined by
the uncertainty and the restrictions imposed by these sources.
A hybrid finance structure serves to combine philanthropy and investment,
using the flexibility of the latter to leverage the impact of the former.
While hybrid finance structures are by no means appropriate for all charities,
in some cases aligning incentives of investors and entrepreneurs can enable
organisations to work both more strategically and more sustainably.
Hybrid finance models pose significant challenges, they demand an extremely
sophisticated legal structure, the financial return is more limited than with a
standard corporate investment, and in some cases the exit options can be
more constrained than with a conventional investment. However in the right
case, a hybrid finance initiative can deliver both mission alignment and
financial return to all parties.
Within Ghana’s population of 25 million people, there are only 12 practicing
psychiatrists. Statistics around patient resources are little better – the three
psychiatric hospitals that constitute the state response to mental health needs
are all located in the south of the country.
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The example of Ghana is by no means unusual – in low income
countries, spending on mental health is frequently below 25 cents per person.
For many of the people affected by mental health issues, the associated
stigma often leads to incarceration and abuse.
Basic Needs is an organisation founded to support people with mental health
issues, helping them become productive, successful, engaged members of
their communities. Basic Needs combines direct delivery solutions with an
attack on systemic problems. This means that on the ground they deal with
health issues and socio-economic imbalances in a community context, at the
same time as working on changes in policy, practice and resource allocation.
To date, over half a million mentally ill people, their families and carers, have
benefited from the work of Basic Needs, in 12 of the poorest countries in the
world.
The development of a hybrid structure offers Basic Needs an unprecedented
opportunity. It allows the organisation to formalise its relationships with
various Ministries of Health. Instead of simply working with existing hospitals,
the hybrid finance model will enable Basic Needs to take on a role as a
service provider and advisor. By 2020 Basic Needs will have over two million
beneficiaries; it will also be able to leverage government programmes to
change the treatment of the mentally ill, internationally.
Another organisation seeking and delivering a systematic change, is Capaxia.
Founded by Ashoka Fellow Gina Badenoch, Capaxia is part of Gina’s wider
project of seeking to unlock human potential, regardless of the barriers of
physical or mental ability.
In the two pilot case studies with Microsoft and Unilever, Capaxia has
managed to move beyond simply advising and consulting on diversity. Gina
has managed to shape recruitment for both the employer and employee.
Capaxia instates new hiring processes, by focussing on the value of life
experiences – through this process, Gina has levelled the playing field for
excluded minorities, supporting the acquisition and long-term retention of
talent.
While the benefits of lower employee turnover and a stronger more
diverse workforce are clear, the benefits to the excluded minorities that
Capaxia supports are even clearer.
The case study of Daniel Apolinar is a classic example. Before entering into a
Capaxia recruitment process with only a high school diploma and no
corporate experience, his prospects were limited. However with Capaxia’s
support he was employed by Unilever as Customer Development Assistant
with a salary increase of 300 per cent and a new perspective on his own
abilities and the limitations of his visual impairment.
Basic Needs and Capaxia use hybrid finance models differently, however in
both cases these new structures are key to leveraging the strategic growth
that is required to deliver a systematic change in their respective fields.
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How to Trigger Markets for Millions
May 2015 by Felix Oldenburg
Not available online
"Ten years ago, social entrepreneurship was an unknown term in Germany.
This analysis shows just how profoundly our markets are changing."
Prof. Dr. Ann-Kristin Achleitner, Professor of Entrepreneurial Finance at the
Technical University of Munich

"Looking through the lens of social entrepreneurs means anticipating market
changes for the good of all."
Christian Boehringer, President of the Shareholders' Committee of Boehringer
Ingelheim

"With more and more social innovations impacting commercial markets,
companies will need new strategies well beyond CSR."
Dr. Matthias Daub, Partner, McKinsey & Company, Berlin

"For me, this view of the early phases of markets is revolutionary. We will
need new investment paradigms to be successful in this game."
Michael Phillips, Investment Partner at Castik Capital Partners, Luxemburg

"More and more business leaders are asking themselves how they can make
social impact central to their lives and their companies. Social entrepreneurs
are providing an answer to one of the most important management questions
of our time."
Frank Trümper, Managing Director of the Baden-Baden CEO Forum

Who did it? The encyclopaedia industry has already disappeared. Media and
electricity companies are struggling. Car manufacturers and hotels sense they
could be next. There is no sign of the usual suspects like low cost
competitors. Yet following the money trail does reveal a set of big winners.
The online education sector is set to become a 30-billion-euro industry.
Green, decentralised energy is already a 35-billion-euro market in Germany
alone. Providers of car sharing and other new transport services will,
according to a recent study, reach a revenue of seven billion euros in Europe
within five years. And new hospitality businesses such as private
accommodation platforms, fair trade and slow food are growing at similar
orders of magnitude.
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However, double digit growth rates are not the only thing these nascent billion
dollar markets have in common. They were pioneered by a new type of
disruption. In each case, social entrepreneurs pulled the trigger. Instead of
starting their organizations with the primary goal of making money, they look
to solve a social problem - and create huge business opportunities.
Silently, social entrepreneurs have pioneered some of the largest market
changes of the last decade. The thick books of the encyclopaedia publishers
have been rendered obsolete by the big idea of Wikipedia founder, Jimmy
Wales. His vision: to make the world's knowledge accessible to everyone.
Electricity providers are faced with a revolution in the energy sector that turns
millions of households into producers of green electricity. It was social
entrepreneurs like Ursula Sladek, opponent of nuclear energy and founder of
EWS (Electricity Works Schönau), who proved the idea against all odds and
conventional wisdom. The beginning of the car-sharing industry can also be
traced back to social entrepreneurs. Since then it has grown from a niche
interest into a real market shift for car makers. The founder of the
Couchsurfing movement, Casey Fenton, turned the competitive environment
of hoteliers on its head by empowering everyone with an Internet connection
and a sofa to offer accommodation to anyone. In the food and catering
sectors, social entrepreneurs like Paul Rice and Carlo Petrini are responsible
for market upheavals like Fair Trade and Slow Food. Education providers like
universities find themselves confronted with new competitors like Khan
Academy or the Shai Reshef’s University of the People that offer content and
even degrees without the established barriers to entry.
The founding stories of the above examples may differ in many ways, but one
pattern is very similar. Changemakers who set out to create a better world
have turned out as pioneers of billion dollar markets (see box "The Other
History of Banking").
This is a global phenomenon. Everywhere, more and more social
entrepreneurs are challenging existing models with big ideas. And while
markets resulting from social innovations can be found throughout history,
they used to emerge over decades. Today, this happens within a few years. In
order to find out what is making social entrepreneurs so disruptive, Ashoka
(the global association of leading social entrepreneurs, including all innovators
named in this article) have, along with the consultancy McKinsey & Company,
conducted a study into the phenomenon, based on the network of more than
three thousand "Ashoka Fellows" from 80 countries.
The analysis revealed that the business models of social entrepreneurs do not
lead to these kinds of massive changes and market upheavals by accident.
Instead, they follow certain patterns from which business strategists can learn
key lessons. Up to now, many social entrepreneurs believed that they had to
learn from the business sector. Today, the evidence suggests, it is as much
the other way around: the social entrepreneurs understand some of the new
mechanisms much better than the established commercial players. The
perception is often blurry because the innovations of social entrepreneurs do
not, as a rule, resemble the business models of established companies, at
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least initially. Decoding them reveals strategies that are partially already
known, and partially surprising.
From Customers to Co-Creators
The principle of "sharing, not owning" is a characteristic of many
transformative businesses that belong to a movement popularised under the
moniker "sharing economy". They all assign new and expanded roles to
customers in their value creation strategies. For example, the Wikipedia
Foundation considers anyone an author. Car sharing leads to the idea that
every customer is also a provider of transportation (at least in its original form
of sharing cars between neighbours). Couchsurfing turned anyone into a hotel
owner. For the most part of its history, business was about reaching everyone
as a customer (including much of the social business at the bottom of the
pyramid). Social entrepreneurs are leading business to understand that
everyone can be far more than that. Many of these new business models
have now attracted purely commercial intermediaries and their reach has
since exploded.
And this is only the beginning. New applications are appearing all the time.
The German social business Glovico uses Skype to enable people anywhere
to become language teachers. The "Grow Your Own“, „Edible Cities“, and
similar movements turn even city dwellers into food producers. No market
seems immune.
At the root of this transition lies not only the internet and its elimination of
transaction costs. Even more importantly: Never before in history have there
been as many healthy, well-educated people with as much time and as
extensive networks as today. A rapidly increasing number of people are able,
and keen, to adopt more and more powerful roles than ever before – including
even the role of investors through crowdfunding.
For the Good of All
The fact that the number of people participating in the market has multiplied
makes a second strategy possible that many companies still seem to find
somewhat counterintuitive. Exactly because more people are becoming an
active part of the value-creation chain, markets are becoming much easier to
scale – at least when these new market players are allowed to grow and
companies restrict themselves to a small part of the value chain.
One example is the consulting company Specialsterne („specialists") that has
created a jobs market for people with autism who have superior skills in
complex, repetitive tasks. The founder Thorkil Sonne, himself the father of an
autistic son, does not attempt to monopolise this market – instead, he actively
encourages other organisations to copy his example. He formulates his
motivation as follows: He wants there to be one million jobs for people with
autism, and there is no way he can reach this goal alone.
Jeroo Billimoria from India works in a similar way. Twenty years ago, she
started spreading the idea of Childline, a free telephone hotline for street
children manned by street children themselves. None of today's operators in
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over a hundred countries is owned by her or even pays fees for training or
quality control. Like many social entrepreneurs, she moved on to solving the
next problem: her work led her to the realisation that one quarter of the world's
children are economically active to (help) make a living for their families. In
order to free children from dependency on adults, Billimoria founded the
organisation Aflatoun, which teaches them financial and business skills. The
pattern established by Childline repeated itself: Aflatoun campaigned for its
ideas to be adopted by established education players. Of course, their
openness meant that new competitors with similar business models started
appearing.
The serial problem-solver could again move on to the next problem. She had
noticed that minors in many locations could not open bank accounts, and
therefore had to entrust their money to adults. With ChildFinance in
Amsterdam, Billimoria nowadays campaigns for the financial sector to develop
solutions for children that can release them and their families from
dependency. Her goal is not to wear herself out competing for market share
by implementing established ideas, but to create new fields that lay the
foundations for the next innovation. Jeroo demonstrates how social
entrepreneurs do not work for their own good but for the good of all, rapidly
multiplying value generation and innovation.
Financial Hybrids
Consequently, the rules of the game are changing: Rather than capturing
profits for organic or acquisition growth, rapid expansion requires attracting
people as co-creators. Social entrepreneurs are particularly good at this for a
reason. Solving a social problem is a powerful and credible motivator to
supporters outside the tight limits of the organisation itself. And there no
money in the world can buy the kind of goodwill and trust that makes
customers and funders ready to give time, talents, and of course their hard
earned cash.
Dealing with funds that are given not as (commercial) fees but as
(philanthropic) support requires shifts that go beyond either being a for profit
or a not for profit business. Take the example of Aravind Eye Hospitals in
India. They have two separate entrances: one for poor patients who can only
pay limited amounts, and one for more wealthy patients who even pay a
premium over traditional clinics. This covers a higher quality of service for the
wealthy patients, but also the operations for their poorer fellow patients.
Incidentally, doctors are unaware of which entrance any particular patient has
chosen. The model unifies a highly profitable eye hospital with a crosssubsidised clinic for the poor under one roof, saving one hundred thousand
people from blindness since it started. In addition, it has also provided a role
model for the hospital chain Narayana, which has expanded the same
principle to cover other types of surgery.
One does not have to travel to India to find more of these hybrid models. More
than half of the Germany-based social entrepreneurs in the Ashoka-McKinsey
analysis run a commercial sister organisation alongside their not-for-profit
social organisation. To put it simply, this maximises two different directions to
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penetrate the market – one that focuses on attracting more voluntary
contributions and one that exploits more payment-based market opportunities.
As a side benefit, this also allows social entrepreneurs to avoid having to
decide between using donations or repayable investments when financing
their growth. They can use both. This becomes especially interesting when
donors and investors begin to not longer act independently and without
knowledge of or connection to each other. In combination of their risk return
profiles, commercial and philanthropic investors can finance business models
that were not feasible according to either investor paradigm in isolation.
The Financing Agency for Social Entrepreneurship (FASE), founded in
Munich in 2013, has already set up several deals that intentionally combine
the different yield expectations. Interestingly, the managing directors Ellinor
Dienst and Markus Freiburg as well as Ashoka leaders in the London- based
Hybrid Finance initiative, experience the financial crisis as an accelerating
force in a framework change that is gathering momentum among even hard
nosed investors. In times of small returns in commercial markets, ever more
players are opening up to the idea of not only considering social impact as a
type of return but accepting far lower or no profits on social investments.
Accelerating change
All three of these factors are characteristics of the profound market
transformation of the last ten years. However, there is yet another
phenomenon that has perhaps even more important consequences: The
enormous acceleration.
Traditionally, innovation processes are visualised as S- curves. Progress is
barely noticeable at first until a new development leads to a previously
unknown technology, a new market connection or to new entrants in the
market. As soon as higher demand and supply meet, the curve rises sharply,
until the market is saturated and once more stagnates at a higher level. For
example, it took the telephone more than half a century to achieve 80%
penetration of households in the OECD countries. The refrigerator made it in
thirty years, the personal computer in fewer than twenty. In contrast, mobile
telephones have gone through the S-curve in barely a decade.
This acceleration phenomenon also applies to social innovations. It took
cooperative banks (originally started as a social project) more than fifty years,
a similar length of time compared to the telephone, to conquer its market. Set
against this, the Wikipedia Foundation managed to destroy an existing
industry and create a basis for many new businesses at the breathtaking pace
of less than five years.
When several decades separate a social innovation and its commercial
market adoption, profit-oriented businesses and investors generally tend to
lose interest. This is one reason why governments, foundations and
philanthropists engage. However, this traditional division of responsibilities is
rendered obsolete when solutions to social problems can turn hundreds of
thousands or even millions of people into active participants in a market worth
billions in just a few short years.
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Four Lessons
Social entrepreneurs who change global markets call into question every part
of the conventional wisdom learned by previous generations of managers.
Their old formula states that a business innovation is conceived of for
commercial purposes, pushed forward by a company using internal or
external investments, and is protected from competitors while it attempts to
win customers. Almost every element of this formula could be rewritten.
Deeper insight into some of the largest market phenomena of the last ten
years reveals a dominance of socially motivated innovations, initially driven by
non-commercial organisations, who, with minimal or primarily philanthropically
motivated financing, pursued their goal of empowering as many market
participants as possible to create and capture value for themselves.
Up to now, the incumbents in each of the markets outlined above were caught
by surprise and had no strategy for the new challengers. Publishers, car
manufacturers, banks, hotels and universities have to radically rethink their
value chain, and consider four transformations to their thinking and practice.
1. Opening Value Chains
Social innovation is the new, early end of the value creation process. This
means that engaging social entrepreneurs is driven by a business rationale as
much as by charity. Examples of hybrid vale chains and systems are
becoming increasingly common in some markets. However, they have yet to
show in the pitch decks of consulting firms or the syllabi of MBA schools.
Large companies have the longest distance to travel. Individual
entrepreneurs, philanthropists and family businesses are ahead in investing in
social entrepreneurs as business partners. Perhaps a leading indicator, top
graduates and internet entrepreneurs are now frequently seeking inspiration
from social entrepreneurs when starting their „next big thing".
2. Repositioning "Social"
When looking for market opportunities, business strategists in particular
should orientate themselves towards goals that people like to identify with. No
sum of money in the world can buy millions of creatively contributing coproducers. However, strategies for this have to go deeper than pretty
"Corporate Social Responsibility" reports or project mania. Businesses who
really take this seriously have to consider restructuring their Profit Centres into
"Impact Centres" that align with the problems they want to solve.
3. Breaking Down Walls
The third lesson concerns the new type of business organisation and
cooperation moulded by many changemakers. They create cultures of
intrapreneurship that encourage everyone to spot social and other challenges
and pioneer solutions, often without waiting for permission. The walls between
departments and locations, and especially the wall between companies and
their stakeholders, are becoming an increasing hindrance. This is also
demonstrated by successful examples of cooperation such as that between
the tool manufacturer Hilti and groups of social entrepreneurs whose early
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success demonstrates they may succeed in constructing millions of new
homes in slums (see this HBR article detailing the idea and examples of
Hybrid Value Chains).
4. Closing the Financing Gap
The fourth lesson challenges financing models stuck on either side of the forprofit and non-profit spectrum. The space in between so far largely is a noman's land. As a result, many great ideas fail because of internal budgeting
problems or a lack of external investment. Most businesses fail to understand
and invest in ideas that fit neither the corporate strategy nor the
communicative effects of sponsoring and donation silos. Corporate Venture
Philanthropy or Corporate Impact Investing may play useful roles but only
when driven by what one could describe as a new discipline in finance. Hybrid
Finance masters the art of combining and aligning funds from sources with
radically different risk-return profiles, including foundation and government
funds (see the Forbes article introducing the idea of Hybrid Finance).
For the social entrepreneurs themselves, the sudden proximity of commercial
markets is a double-edged sword. Within years rather than decades, their
ideas can grow to a scale previously unimaginable for social projects.
However, potential billion dollar markets also invite players that cause as
much or more damage than good. To protect innovations meant to provide
access to goods for the poor, empower local over central production, or
reduce consumption to protect resources, social entrepreneurs and cocreators alike need to foster awareness. AirBnB and Uber are two prominent
examples of companies that have developed aggressive commercial models
from the trails blazed by social entrepreneurs.
Evidence shows, though, that even when lured by the potential for large
profits, leading social entrepreneurs stick to strategies aligned with the fastest
path to solving social problems. According to Ashoka’s Impact Studies (most
recent study here), most Ashoka Fellows report using not only market
mechanisms but strategies for policy change, shifts in mindsets, and noncommercial coalitions. In fact, many are committed to solving problems in
areas such as human rights, transparency, justice that remain largely
untouched by the promise of market solutions, or in over- regulated fields that
prevent new entrants from achieving commercial impact any time soon.
However, a different type of market mechanism may soon kick in to support
these innovations: Many cities, regions and countries are beginning to realise
they do better when more people are involved in solving problems themselves
rather than purely demanding change from authorities. As a result,
geographies actually compete with each other to attract social entrepreneurs
and other changemakers. In the not too distant future, competitiveness will be
measured by the number and density of people launching ideas for the good
of all.
The Other History of Banking
The banking sector, rarely suspected of having an exaggerated intention to
improve the world, provides an excellent example of the enormous power of
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social innovation. Just 150 years ago, only one per cent of society were
customers of banks. The rest of the population did not grace their sumptuous
halls. It was Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen, a social entrepreneur by today's
terminology, who developed a model to support poor farmers and agricultural
cooperatives (initially known as "bread associations"). This later led to the
system of cooperative banks. A few decades later, a similar thing happened in
the cities. The German Sparkassen ("savings banks") were created as banks
for ordinary people, whom the existing capital institutions had deemed
unprofitable.
Outside of developed countries, it was another social entrepreneur,
Muhammad Yunus, whose invention of microcredit created a way to give poor
women access to banking services. In the early 2000s, social entrepreneurs
like South Africa’s Brian Richardson with Wizzit and the Vodafone
"intrapreneurs" at MPesa in Kenya used mobile banking to make banking
services available to the citizens of countries that had no access to bank
branches. Now, mobile banking has revenues of 600 billion dollars, mostly
bypassing traditional banks. And just a few years ago, the social entrepreneur
Matt Flannery founded Kiva, establishing the principle of Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
credit, which makes it possible to grant loans directly from user to user. This
idea was not only an answer to the financing problems of small businesses,
but also an answer to the inflexible, traditional business of banking. Today
"only" 2.5 billion people are without the security of a bank account. The history
of the banking sector is also a history of the accelerating inclusion of new
customers through social innovation.
(See also the Ashoka/Capco study about Hybrid Value Chains in Banking)
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How To Serve Remote Customers Who
Live On Less Than $2 A Day
13 April 2015 by Josephine Korijn
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2015/04/13/how-to-serve-remote-customers-wholive-on-less-than-2-a-day/#5262b8e63602
The worlds of business and charity are increasingly merging. Social
enterprises engage in activities that don’t perfectly fit in either of these worlds.
Blending the two is a powerful tool: the solutions are often more effective,
more innovative, and above all more sustainable.
Yet the overwhelming majority of people at the “Bottom of the Pyramid,” living
on less than $2 a day, are still being served by charities and NGOs. These
non-profit entities depend on donations and grants to serve their beneficiaries,
because the beneficiary is usually not able to afford their products or services.
When applying rules of economies of scale—mass markets will reduce
costs—charities miss out, because grants and donations only grow an
organization to a certain extent. Furthermore, this “free” capital is often quite
restrictive, can often not be used for capacity-building or innovation, and aims
to just cover costs, rather than invest in growth. Meanwhile, an underresourced charity spends significant amounts of time on fundraising.
The Bottom of the Pyramid consists of the poorest 4 billion people on planet
earth. In order to reach a larger proportion more effectively, charities should
explore less obvious stakeholders. This journey starts with a simple concept:
if the beneficiary is not the paying customer, who else is aligned with the
social impact goals that can play this role?
For Andrea Coleman, CEO of award-winning organization Riders for Health,
Government Health Ministries were identified as the most suitable paying
customer. Riders for Health manages fleets of ambulances and motorbikes
used by healthcare workers to reach remote rural populations across subSaharan Africa. This traditionally charitable target group is now served
sustainably, while the Ministries of Health are delivering on their objectives of
providing health care to the entire population.
Another example is Ashoka Fellow Chris Underhill, who founded BasicNeeds
in 2000. It is now a leading mental health NGO, reaching over 625,000 of the
poorest people each year and working in 12 countries. BasicNeeds works to
re-integrate individuals with mental health issues in the developing world back
into their communities, as well as provide the relevant treatment and
medication. After 15 years of building an association of NGO partnerships and
gathering data, it has extensive expertise in understanding the poorest of our
population, as well as a strongly desired distribution network. The
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organization is now seeking to diversify income through a consultancy that
can sell its expertise in how to reach and serve remote rural patients. A range
of corporations and government bodies have already sought to understand
practices that work on the ground or access to the BasicNeeds partner NGO
network.
Even a charity serving street children in Latin America has used a similar
strategy. Ashoka Fellow Arnoud Raskin founded Mobile School, which brings
informal education to street children through a “black board on wheels” that
contains more than 300 games and exercises. Mobile Schools are now
deployed in over 20 countries across 4 continents. Inspired by the core
competencies of these street children, who need to be extremely
entrepreneurial in order to survive on the street, a social business was
launched. StreetwiZe provides training to business executives to learn how to
deal with crisis, high risk, constant change, and competition. The executives
simultaneously provide creativity around new games and exercises,
integrating the business model in a 360 degree manner. By selling to a
completely different target group, Arnoud is able to create impact beyond the
street children, while using profits to support the charitable activities.
We are also seeing more instances of social businesses in which the
beneficiary is also able to be the paying customer. Through consumer
financing solutions, where the customer pays small amounts over a long
period of time, the customer can sometimes afford the products and services
they need. The energy sector has been the pioneer for this social business
model through products such as solar lights and chargers; however, the
majority of products and services targeted at this population, particularly
within health care and education, cannot follow that same path.
When providing products and services to a population that lives on less than
$2 a day, it is more often true that the customer is not the same as the
beneficiary. As Ashoka Europe Director Mark Cheng, who runs a program that
helps social businesses raise finance, says, successful charities launching
social businesses need to “find a customer who is willing to pay you for doing
what you want to do anyway.” Once a paying customer has been identified,
these charitable organisations are able to grow more strategically through
income diversification that isn’t as restrictive as donations and grants.
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How Business Leaders Can Team Up
With Social Entrepreneurs To Change
The World
29 January 2015 by Dan Schiff
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2015/01/29/how-business-leaders-can-team-upwith-social-entrepreneurs-to-change-the-world/#66d3238143c7
Social entrepreneurs are driven by visions of economic inclusion, effective
healthcare, enriching classrooms and healthy ecosystems. Business leaders
are motivated by the thrill of the deal, the quest for efficiency and the opening
of markets. There is enormous shared value opportunity when these two
types of individuals join forces. With increased empathy and understanding
between the business and social sectors, the solutions they devise together
will change the world.
Some business leaders already are partnering with social entrepreneurs—as
investors, mentors, and colleagues—to implement market-driven, sustainable
solutions to society’s most pressing problems.
“In the future, we won’t be talking about entrepreneurship and social
entrepreneurship; we’ll just be talking about the right way to do business,”
says Hans Hickler, the former U.S. CEO of DHL Express, who now devotes
between 30% and 40% of his time to working with social entrepreneurs.
But the success of such alliances requires patience, mutual understanding,
and shared goals. Ashoka strives to connect its 3,000+ social entrepreneurs,
elected as Ashoka Fellows, with a global network of partners, advisors and
investors. Many of these business leaders are, like Hans, members of
the Ashoka Support Network.
In facilitating collaborations between traditional enterprise and social
entrepreneurship, Ashoka has learned five tips about what makes these
partnerships work, and how business leaders should approach their social
sector colleagues.
1. Social entrepreneurs aren’t just looking for donors and mentors—they
need partners.
It’s about more than writing checks for a good cause and a tax deduction.
Social entrepreneurs aim to move their ventures away from a reliance on
charitable giving and other forms of direct assistance. And while a social
entrepreneur can benefit from a business leader’s strategic guidance, it
shouldn’t mean a one-way relationship. Ultimately, the mentor-mentee
dynamic may blossom into a true collaboration between partners.
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Hans works closely with Dr. Vera Cordeiro, the founder of Associação Saúde
Criança in Rio de Janeiro, helping to bring holistic supplementary healthcare
to hospitalized children. Five times a year, Hans travels to Brazil for a week to
work with Vera and her staff on talent management, organizational design,
and developing a social business revenue model. “I’m part of her team,” Hans
says, which makes for a more fulfilling and productive partnership.
2. Your networks are more valuable than you realize.
While business acumen can be critical, business leaders should not overlook
the value of working relationships they’ve forged over the years. Opening
certain doors or introducing the right colleague has potential to make all the
difference to a social entrepreneur who may be just one insight or connection
away from a breakthrough.
3. Beyond business expertise, social entrepreneurs need a sounding
board.
Even if a business leader can’t commit to a close, long-term partnership with a
social entrepreneur, a few hours a month for brainstorming or tackling specific
challenges can be critical. The simple question, “What keeps you up at night?”
often spurs social entrepreneurs to open up about the complex, but not
impossible, issues they face.
4. Social finance can offer a competitive ROI, but be patient and keep an
open mind.
Within five years of their election to the Ashoka Fellowship, 40% of Ashoka’s
social entrepreneurs are exploring new revenue streams for their
organizations. This quest for financial sustainability can involve a franchise
model, such as the one Madison Ayer implemented for Farm Shop to improve
delivery of agricultural inputs to rural smallholders in Kenya.
Or it can involve an engaging online fundraising platform, such as the
“Supporters Club” virtual online soccer stadium Mel Young developed for the
Homeless World Cup. Or the social entrepreneur can bring value honed in the
social sector to new corporate clients, as Gina Badenoch is doing through
Capaxia. Gina is helping HR departments see past stereotypes and
unconscious bias to identify hidden talent among people with disabilities or
disadvantaged backgrounds.
These innovations herald a new era of social finance. But as with any
investment, there is no guarantee of financial return or social impact.
Investors seeking positive impact in the world must have patience, empathy
and a willingness to work with their social entrepreneur partners if they hope
to see a return on investment.
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5. Social entrepreneurs are running more than just a business, and they
want more than just a business plan.
Rainforest conservationist and wilderness engineer Willie Smits tells a story of
once meeting with a potential investor who asked, “What’s my exit strategy?”
Willie pointed him to the door and said, “It’s right there.”

A social entrepreneur’s organization often represents the culmination of his or
her life’s work, an intensely personal project geared toward changing the
world. For a potential partner to prioritize profit is to overlook the enterprise’s
reason for being.
“You’re helping them create a life plan, more than just a business plan,” says
Luis Camilleri, a member of the Ashoka Support Network in Spain who works
closely with several social entrepreneurs, including Palestinian women’s radio
pioneer Maysoun Odeh Gangat.
“These plans have a component of putting part of their life into something.
They have different values beyond just making money,” Luis adds.
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Homeless World Cup: four steps to
financing a social business
28 January 2015 by Josephine Korijn
https://www.virgin.com/virgin-unite/entrepreneurship/homeless-world-cup-foursteps-to-financing-a-social-business
A common question for social entrepreneurs is, “Do we raise donations as a
charity or investment as a business?” Good news: it doesn't have to be one or
the other! Take the inspirational example of the Homeless World Cup.
The Homeless World Cup – a charity founded 10 years ago by renowned
social entrepreneur Mel Young – helps homeless people all over the world
through the universal language of football. The partners simply approach
people on the street and invite them to join a street soccer game. Homeless
footballers get a chance to compete in national tournaments, culminating in
the Homeless World Cup Final, watched by more than 90,000 cheering
supporters and hosted annually by a major city.
Throughout the year, homeless people work hard to get selected to represent
their country and it becomes a goal that changes their lives, many becoming
local celebrities. The majority get off the streets and rediscover their dignity
and sense of self-worth. The organisation is now in 74 countries and currently
works with over 100,000 homeless people every year.
The impact is massive, but how can this organisation scale beyond just
donations? Let’s walk through the steps Mel Young took to attract both
philanthropy and investment in order to reach even more people.
ONE: Find a business model to support the charitable activities. What creative
business ideas can possibly fund football for homeless people? Mel came up
with an ingenious idea: a digital platform in the form of a million‐ seater ‘virtual
stadium’ to act as a home for the many loyal fans of the Homeless World Cup
games. Supporters pay £30 for a ‘seat for life’, which enables them to stream
the games online, interact with homeless football stars and celebrity
ambassadors. Through the Homeless World Cup Supporters’ Club, the charity
is now able to diversify revenue streams to sponsorship income, membership
fees, and much more.
TWO: Set up the right structure for business and charity. In order to effectively
support the mission and model, many entrepreneurs find it easiest to set up a
separate business alongside the charity. In the case of the Homeless World
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Cup, a charity already existed and a business was incorporated alongside it to
run the commercial activities. This avoids confusion between the commercial
and charitable activities and makes it clear to investors what they are buying
into. Suitable contractual arrangements can be set up to ensure that the social
mission of both charity and business is ensured.
THREE: Offer the right investment option. Entrepreneurs usually have a
choice between debt and equity. Equity is for high-growth, high-profit
businesses, usually with high capital expenditure, that can foresee an exit in a
trade sale, public offering, or management buy-back. Debt is applicable for
businesses that have stable cashflows and assets that can be used as
collateral. Building a financial model will allow one to best assess the
business’ capital needs.
FOUR: Find the right kind of investors. This is mainly driven by how much
money needs to be raised and for what kind of purpose. Crowdfunding is
brilliant, but tends to be only for established brands with an established fanbase; it’s often a one-off investment and can be limited in the amounts raised.
Banks can provide larger sums, but are quite risk-averse and need collateral
and track-record. Funds are often economically unable to invest below
£1,000,000 and also tend to look for some track record. Angel investors (high
net worth individuals) can be most flexible and take high risk, but can typically
only fund the early stages of an enterprise, as they cannot invest in size. By
defining the right investment proposition, the Homeless World Cup Supporters
Club was able to raise a seed round from angel investors who believed in
both the mission and the business plan.
Then, all that is left is for the team to make the social business a success! A
great success story is the charity Fight for Peace, which runs boxing
academies and youth leadership programmes to get young people out of
gangs in London and Rio. The charity directly benefits over 3,000 young
people each year and has now trained over 100 community based
organizations in its methodology across 24 countries. In 2011, the charity
launched a high-end sportswear brand called LUTA and was successfully
bought by Reebok at the end of 2014. Half of the sales profits of LUTA will
continue to go to Fight for Peace, ensuring financial sustainability and growth.
Ten years ago, entrepreneurs had to choose between being a charity and a
business; today, they can be both.
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5 Insights From Social Entrepreneurs
On How Business Can Lift People Out
Of Poverty
Business can be a huge driver of change around the world, but it has to
be the right kind of business, run the right way.
3 December 2014 by Mark Cheng
http://www.fastcoexist.com/3028067/5-insights-from-social-entrepreneurs-on-howbusiness-can-lift-people-out-of-poverty
How do you profitably sell to a customer who earns less than $2 per day?
It is probably the most daunting business question in the world. As well as the
most important, because that’s the earning power of nearly one third of
humanity, the 2 billion people at the so-called "base of the pyramid."
The challenge is immense. The typical base-of-pyramid customer lives in a
remote rural village, in a cramped hut with no clean running water, electricity,
or indoor toilet. The household is typically illiterate, unreachable by traditional
marketing channels, has no savings or access to affordable credit, and is
dangerously vulnerable at any moment to disease, injury, or natural disaster.
And yet a new kind of entrepreneur is springing up who sees things
differently, for whom business is the best way to fight poverty. People such
as:
Sam Goldman, who founded his company d.light design while an engineering
student at Stanford. d.light makes low-cost solar lanterns specifically designed
for the needs of the $2-a-day customer—their lights have been used by more
than 30 million people to date in over 40 countries.
Jordan Kassalow, whose organization VisionSpring has successfully sold
nearly 2 million affordable eye-glasses to poor people in developing countries.
Prema Gopalan, who has built a network of women entrepreneurs across
rural India selling everything from solar chargers for mobile phones to more
efficient cook-stoves—all transformational products that can lift a rural
household out of extreme poverty.
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These social entrepreneurs view their customers—the world’s poorest
people—as collectively comprising the world’s largest under-served market,
with an annual purchasing power of over $1 trillion. For them, creating
businesses to serve this market is both a massive opportunity as well as a
moral duty.
So what’s their secret? Ashoka’s Globalizer initiative, in partnership with the
eBay Foundation convened 20 of the world’s leading social entrepreneurs in
Chennai, India, for three days in early March. The Ashoka Globalizer on
Economic Inclusion provided a robust forum for sharing and improving their
strategies to scale their impact.
The insights shared went well beyond the usual ideas for expanding market
share—these folks are on a mission, and they want to change the world. Here
are some of the strategies they’re using to do just that:
1: Recruit and Empower Local Changemakers
Hire individuals with the entrepreneurialism and drive to create change on the
ground. You can’t solve the problems of the "last mile" from a headquarters in
Washington. It takes local entrepreneurs, empowered to adapt swiftly to the
nuances of local markets, to succeed.
2: Build a Movement, not Just Market Share
Social entrepreneurs don’t just want to make more sales, they want to change
a whole system. That means thinking about how to turn your product or idea
into a movement, so that the impact can go far beyond what one organization
is doing.
Jordan Kassalow understands this. Kassalow is the founder of VisionSpring, a
social enterprise which has sold more than 1.6 million affordable eye-glasses
to low-income visually impaired people in India, and is en route to doubling
that within two years.
Kassalow stepped down as CEO of VisionSpring last year to focus on building
a global movement for affordable eye care.
"We realized after we had sold our first million eyeglasses that VisionSpring
alone wasn’t going to make a dent on the problem," says Kassalow. "There
are 700 million visually impaired people in the developing world whose lives
are blighted by lack of something as simple as a pair of eyeglasses. We’ve
proven that access to affordable eye care is one of the best ways to impact
lives. If we can make vision part of the global development agenda, we have a
real chance of reaching those 700 million people."
3: Embrace Competition
Social entrepreneurs actively welcome competition. It means there are more
people trying to solve the problem.
In the hands of the right entrepreneur, price itself can become a weapon in
the battle to scale impact. No one does this better than David Green, founder
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of multiple medical programs and device companies that provide radically
lower cost products and services for low-income people. In the early '90s,
when Aurolab, a company that Green founded, first began selling intraocular
lenses for cataract surgery, the market price for such lenses was $300.
Green’s company began selling them at $10, profitably.
"Our competitors were making huge margins on their products, and locking
out the low-income markets that couldn’t afford them," says Green. "After we
began showing that you could sell at $10 and that there was a profitable
market serving the great unmet need, other new entrants got into the act,
making lenses that were competitive on both price and quality."
Price competition eventually drove down Aurolab pricing from $10 to $2. As a
result of this price competitive industry in eye care, cataract surgeries in India
increased more than five-fold over the ensuing decade. Today, Aurolab sells
over 2 million lenses annually with approximately 9% of the global market
share.
4: Motivate with Mission, not Money
If you really want to succeed in the toughest market on Earth, you need more
than a sales plan and a profit motive—you need a mission.
People who are in this just for the money "simply won’t last the course," says
Greg Van Kirk, founder of Community Enterprise Solutions, which creates
sales networks employing hundreds of women entrepreneurs in Latin America
and the Caribbean in order to facilitate access to vital technologies in isolated
communities.
"You have to be dedicated to a cause. It’s mission, not money, which is the
great motivator of people."
5: Maximize distribution, not profits
David Green calls this Empathetic Capitalism. "Business can be the great
engine that lifts billions out of poverty, but it needs to be a new kind of valuesdriven business, where profit is the enabler, but not the sole motive. We’re
demonstrating that companies can succeed which seek to serve as many
customers as possible, while covering their costs, rather than maximizing
profit for its own sake."
These entrepreneurs are showing that mission-driven business can improve
the lives of the world’s bottom billion. As one participant put it, "wouldn’t it be
great if 'billionaire' was re-defined to mean someone who had improved 1
billion lives?"
Wouldn’t it indeed? Here’s to the billionaires serving the base of the pyramid.
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Let's Put An End To Restricted Giving
24 November 2014 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2014/11/24/lets-put-an-end-to-restrictedgiving/#72b3db9f6c0c
We like to think that private charitable giving is inherently different to, say,
buying a service. This is why governments subsidize the one but not the other
(tax exemptions amount to $55 billion per year in the US alone). In practice,
however, donations are much more transactional than most donors admit.
Through restrictions, donors can tell grantees how to spend their money. A
typical case would be a donor giving to a relief organization in response to a
specific disaster, or a foundation giving to a university for a specific line of
research.
For social entrepreneurs, too, ever more donations come with strings, or
restrictions, attached. Although statistics are hard to come by, the practice
has grown especially among institutional donors, to an extent that many
applications for funding now include restrictions even without the funder
asking for them.
I would argue this trend needs to stop, for a few simple reasons.
First, although social entrepreneurs rarely complain—feeling that they are the
weaker party at the fundraising table—restrictions are terrible for the growth of
their organizations. Typically, these restrictions direct spending towards field
activities rather than core investments in people, systems, and infrastructure
that could drive growth. And just as importantly, extensive reporting on the
use of funds eats up precious management resources and limits the
organization’s ability to raise funds from several donors for the same set of
activities. In short, restrictions can be destructive because they prompt social
entrepreneurs to start tailored activities that are doomed for dependency or
death.
Secondly, most restrictions are unnecessary to the funder. They have
become a standard practice of presumably professional, strategic giving that
nobody questions anymore. But if grant makers feel as though they need to
impose control of this kind, it would seem that they do not fully buy into the
organization they’re supporting—and should have used their resources
towards a better selection. Any grantee will admit that it is flexible,
unrestricted funding that enables their organization to operate at all. But
luckily, in my experience, donors can be convinced four out of five times to
drop restrictions and opt for smarter reporting or other forms of accountability.
Thirdly, restrictions often prompt grantees to lie to funders, especially when
multiple funders impose overlapping restrictions. Tracking which money to
spend on what turns into a sort of “ninja accounting” with misrepresentations
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that damage trust between donor and grantee, and may lead to even tighter
controls—a vicious circle of mistrust that serves nobody.
Finally, and perhaps most surprisingly, a lot of this practice is actually not
compliant with charity regulations. Under most jurisdictions, donors (whether
commercial companies or foundations) may not influence the grantee’s
operations after the grant is given. (I would be grateful for insights about your
local regulations in the comments section.) If they do exercise influence on
the organization’s operations—for example, by approving spending, deciding
on activities, or managing PR—they enter (taxable) sponsorship territory. If
donors really want to have a pre-specified set of activities implemented for
them, they should consider buying that as a service on the commercial
market.
It is time someone said it: Restrictions are not the call sign of a professional
grant maker, but a contrived and corrosive control mechanism. They are bad
for all parties. Let’s put an end to them.
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Say Hello To Hybrid Finance
1 August 2014 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2014/08/01/say-hello-to-hybridfinance/#4d23e2583057
Attila von Unruh was finished. Or so he thought. A few years after he had sold
his small event technology company, it went bankrupt. Through a legal
clause, he was liable, and had to file for insolvency. Attila went through a
living hell of shame, financial deprivation, and family trouble.
Attila was not alone. There are over 30,000 small business bankruptcies
every year in Germany, destroying €50 billion in economic value. Most micro
entrepreneurs enter an abyss of isolation until their six year period of
suspended income is over. Almost all cut social ties, and many remain
scarred for life. Not so for Attila. After a while, he bounced back,
launching Insolvents Anonymous, a peer support scheme modelled loosely
after Alcoholics Anonymous. From the first moment, the demand was
everywhere, and soon he started an association with chapters in 12 major
cities. Attila had turned from business entrepreneur to social entrepreneur,
and he found a business model that worked: By training experts who had
been through the years-long doom period after insolvency and referring them
to companies threatened by bankruptcy, he could create a million Euro market
and new opportunities for a stigmatised group at the same time.
In the classic story of social entrepreneurship, this would be the chapter in
which the entrepreneur undergoes a painful process of searching for growth
capital. Though social entrepreneurs are experts at fixing market failures,
there is one market failure even the most brilliant haven’t been able to
overcome: The capital they need to scale is simply not available in the
financial ecosystem as we know it.
In much the same way most organisations are either charitable or
commercial, the sources of finance neatly divide between non-repayable and
repayable. Or, to use a metaphor: The money is all there, originating from
private donors, foundations, governments, investors, companies, and of
course banks, but each of these sources is like a different planet, each with its
own laws of nature. This setup may work for a social and a business sector
that each existed in its own silo, but it forces entrepreneurs like Attila to tell a
different story about their work on each of the planets
And in this challenge, too, Attila has plenty of company. Increasingly, the most
transformational ideas in any field are hybrids: part social, part business. More
than half of the leading social entrepreneurs find their market mechanisms
(and refusal to think in neat project packages) are at odds with most
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philanthropic sources of funding, and yet their commitment to solving a social
problem alienate investors.
Sounds like a challenge for finance professionals. And in fact, many such
folks have brought commercial funding instruments to the world of social
entrepreneurship. All across Europe, so-called impact investing funds now
compete not only for investors but even more for the few social entrepreneurs
that can (and want to) pay back hundreds of thousands Euros, or preferably
millions, with investor returns greater than five percent.
Despite this transfer of financial expertise, the dilemma of hybrid
organisations being faced by a fragmented financial system remained
unsolved—a surprising fact given that commercial markets have long ago
solved a similar problem. Most complex projects like, say, a new power plant,
are not financed by one source of money but by piecing together several
sources of money with often quite different risk-return profiles. A pension fund
may be invested with a low risk and low return, a venture capitalist with a
much higher return for his higher risk, while a public authority provides a
guarantee and is happy to lose money for a different kind of benefit. This
practice is called syndication, and it has been great business for banks and
other intermediaries for more than a century.
So why not syndicate deals for social entrepreneurs?
Marketing entrepreneur Ellinor Dienst and former McKinsey consultant
Markus Freiburg started a Financing Agency for Social Entrepreneurship in
early 2013. Their first client: Attila von Unruh.
Within a few months, the FASE team had built a database of mostly private
(and many of them first time) investors, matched two of them to Attila, and
created a deal with terms that no established funder in the market could have
offered. The FASE engineered a long term revenue sharing mechanism with
an overall cap to the profits going to the investors. The new social business
had found its early growth capital where no one had looked before.
The early experience with Attila and half a dozen similar deals closed by
FASE staff and business angels from Ashoka networks in Germany, the UK,
and France points to a bigger mindset shift around “social investments.” The
space in between traditional donation models and impact investment models
has always been void of financial instruments. No investor wanted to lose
money, and no donor expected to see any of his money again.
That space in between, however, is where most transformational ideas start.
Philanthropy, often chided as old-fashioned in the wake of growing impact
investing trends, holds the key to financing innovations that can expect to
generate returns of less than five percent (or even zero percent). And one
does not need a business degree to imagine that what is true for the niche of
social entrepreneurship is also true inside every large company: There are
business investments on the one end of the spectrum and corporate
donations on the other. Smart deals using various financing paradigms within
companies could unlock business models to serve disadvantaged populations
and solve social problems.
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There are myriad potential financing deals for the good of all that are not
served by the current system. And there are probably many finance
professionals who would love to help make it happen.
The world is going hybrid. Now it needs a financial ecosystem without silos.
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Moving Ideas to the Mainstream
Three steps to changing societal norms to create massive scale
10 June 2014 by Mark Cheng and Caroline Guyot
http://ssir.org/transformative_scale/entry/moving_ideas_to_the_mainstream
How does an idea change society?
Four years ago, Ashoka launched a program called the Ashoka Globalizer to
support social entrepreneurs seeking answers to this question. Time and
again, we’ve seen that Ashoka Fellows, chosen for leading innovative social
enterprises, don’t settle for growing a larger organization. Instead, they work
to prove the effectiveness of a new concept and then find ways to spread that
idea so widely that it becomes mainstream.
From 30 years of experience working on the front lines of global social
entrepreneurship, we’ve identified three important steps to success:
1. Define your movement. If you want to create transformative change, you
must be able to succinctly describe your core concept. Ashoka discovered this
when it started building the field of social entrepreneurship three decades
ago. Our hypothesis was that the best agents for change are extraordinary
social sector leaders possessed with the same creativity, entrepreneurialism,
and drive as the best business CEOs. The challenge was how to convey that
to the world. We had to come up with a new label—social entrepreneur—for
the idea to stick and spread.
For the first 15 years, the concept of social entrepreneurship struggled for
acceptance. But as innovators forged more and more successful social
enterprises, the idea reached a tipping point and entered the mainstream.
Today, social entrepreneurship is recognized as a global movement.
2. Prove with a pilot, then showcase your success. Defining a concept is
important, but offering proof is crucial. To persuade others to follow your
cause, you must showcase its success. This means running a pilot to
demonstrate the efficacy and impact of your organization’s model.
In his famous first experiment to demonstrate the power of microfinance,
Muhammad Yunus lent $27 from his own wallet to a group of illiterate women
basket weavers. They repaid him in full, with interest. That experiment
convinced Yunus to launch Grameen Bank, which today serves more than 10
million borrowers and has ignited a global movement for low-income people to
access credit.
3. Create a coalition of changemakers to scale your idea. After a
successful pilot comes the process of scaling up. For social entrepreneurs,
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this can mean encouraging replication, even competition. The more people
working on a problem, the quicker they can solve it. The job of social
entrepreneurs is to come up with scaling paths that attract the widest possible
pool of changemakers for social impact—not just growing their own
organizations.
Marta Arango, founder of The International Center for Education and Human
Development(CINDE), chose to partner with universities to train
changemakers—educators, policymakers, and social workers—in early
childhood education. CINDE now works in more than 30 Latin American
countries with graduates heading up education and policy positions
internationally, improving the lives of more than 10 million children and their
families.
Below are some examples of Ashoka Fellows who are reaching
transformative scale by following these three steps. Each chose a different
path to scale.
Open Sourcing: Gregor Hackmack is founder of Parliamentwatch, an
independent, nonpartisan Internet platform that allows citizens to question
their government representatives and receive answers that are published
online. To scale up the model beyond Germany, Hackmack open-sourced the
Parliamentwatch software, and offered scaling support through trainings and
consultancies. Partner organizations in Ireland, France, Austria, Luxembourg,
and Tunisia have now replicated the platform.
Strategic Partnering: Jeroo Billimoria founded Aflatoun to ensure that
financial literacy is part of every child’s basic education (read SSIR’s case
study of Aflatoun here). Initially, she scaled the model through networks of
children’s organizations. Then, in April 2012, she created a new
organization, Child and Youth Finance International, to build a true children’s
finance movement, partnering with banks, microfinance institutions,
regulators, international NGOs, multilateral institutions, foundations, academic
organizations, strategic consultancies, and social media groups in more than
100 countries. To date, Child and Youth Finance International has reached 18
million children.
Empowering Others: Jürgen Griesbeck founded streetfootballworld in 2002
to connect organizations around the world that use soccer as a tool to
empower disadvantaged young people. Initially, streetfootballworld’s Berlin
headquarters served as a central hub, but Griesbeck concluded that impact
didn’t depend on growing the Berlin office. So he changed his model,
empowering network members to collaborate directly and learn from one
another to establish programs and funding goals. Such collaboration more
effectively promotes soccer as a tool for positive social change than top-down
administration from Berlin. Today streetfootballworld and its member
organizations reach 750,000 young people worldwide, connecting 99
organizations that raise more than $1.9 million a year to support their joint
mission.
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Changemakers like Hackmack, Billimoria, and Griesbeck are innovating,
proving their ideas, and replicating by empowering others. They are showing
that if we can engage changemakers to think about the world differently, more
people will want to transform society for the better. For us, that may be the
most transformative idea of all.
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How Philanthropists And Investors Can
Work Together To Create Social Change
31 March 2014 by Mark Cheng
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2014/03/31/how-philanthropists-and-investorscan-work-together-to-create-social-change/#76e442c5620b
Scaling up innovation is rarely as simple as investing in a company. The best
social innovations aren’t companies – rather they are social movements,
coalitions co-created by businesses, social sector organisations and
governments working together.
But how do you fund and scale up a movement?
The remarkable story of Aravind Eye Hospitals offers some insights. Aravind
is a chain of eye hospitals founded in India that pioneered a new way of
delivering ultra-low cost cataract surgery for the rural poor. In 1992, a social
entrepreneur named David Green, who had been working with Aravind to
develop their social business model, teamed up with Aravind and the Seva
Foundation to set up a company to make the lenses needed for cataract
surgery.
Green had noticed that the world market for such lenses was dominated by a
handful of firms who were charging huge margins. At that time, the market
price for such lenses was around $300. Aurolab, the company that Green
founded, began selling them at $10, profitably.
The combination of Aurolab’s low cost lenses and Aravind’s revolutionary
delivery model together led to a global surge in affordable eye surgery. Today,
Aravind hospitals and others based on their model perform nearly one million
surgeries each year, and Aurolab has approximately 9% of the global market
share.
The Aravind-Aurolab case study provides valuable insights into how the right
kind of funding model can help social / business partnerships scale up:
1. Use philanthropy for start-up costs and investment for growth
The start-up social business is often unattractive to commercial investors,
because the risk/return of such ventures rarely meets their requirements. It is
tough enough raising capital for a commercial enterprise, let alone one that
deliberately seeks out low income customers. Sometimes there is only one
funder who can step into fill this early stage gap – the philanthropist.
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“I could never have launched Aurolab by raising money from venture
capitalists,” says David Green. “We could not have offered them the financial
returns they need.”
Instead Green raised a substantial grant from the SEVA Foundation that
enabled him to build a state-of-the-art factory in Madurai, India. Freed from
the financial constraints of venture capital, Aurolab did not need to price in
margins to provide for a high cost of capital, and could instead price to
maximize distribution.
By having philanthropic capital funding the start-up risk, and then bringing in
investors to scale up proven projects, social business partnerships can often
scale their impact much quicker.
2. Scale through Replication
It’s not a movement if only one player is involved. True social change takes
place when others adopt and replicate the model. Once Aravind had proven
the effectiveness of its model, it began to spread that knowledge to others,
setting up a consultancy LAICO to share the knowledge with as many
partners as possible. Today the model has been replicated in more than two
dozen countries around the world. Philanthropic funding, with support from
Seva Foundation and others, was the ideal funding source to support this
strategy of scaling through replication.
3. Create a Campaign
Scratch the surface of a new social business venture, and you’ll often find a
campaign to change consumer behaviour and build a new market. Consider
the challenges of launching a recycling business at a time when households
were unused to the idea of sorting waste into “recyclable” and “nonrecyclable.” Yet these challenges were overcome – today such practices are
the norm in much of Europe.
Here social business partnerships may be ideal. Governments and
foundations can play a key role in public education, highlighting social causes
such as the need for recycling. Businesses can focus on providing products
and services to meet the market need. And donations and investment can be
channelled to each accordingly.
4. Find Different Roles For Different Funders
Sometimes investors want to support a social enterprise, but have very
different risk appetites. If donors don’t need a financial return, why not ask
them to fund the more risky or purely social aspects of a venture?
For example, Fair Finance, a UK-based social enterprise which provides
loans and debt advice to financially excluded individuals in London, entered
into a partnership with several commercial banks to greatly increase the size
of its lending. By first finding social investors who were willing to underwrite
any expected “first losses” in the lender’s portfolio as well as working capital,
Fair Finance was able to bring on board the more risk-averse banks. As a
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result, it raised nearly ten times the amount of funding that it could have
raised from grants alone.
Donors and investors are used to operating in different worlds. Increasingly,
by working together, they are finding the formula for scaling up social
innovation.
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A Wake-Up Call For Banks: How They
Can Redefine Their Role, Attract
Talent, And Serve 2.5 Billion New
Clients
20 November 2013 by Felix Oldenburg and Noel Gordon
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2013/11/20/a-wake-up-call-for-banks-how-theycan-redefine-their-role-attract-talent-and-serve-2-5-billion-newclients/#2dd495d37d69
Recently, a global survey among business students showed that banking is
no longer their preferred career. For a talent-dependent
industry (as previously argued on Forbes), this signals trouble. This only adds
to political and social pressure that will keep increasing, unless banks change
to re-balance the negative economic and social consequences resulting from
their exclusion of large segments of the world population from their business.
Yet banks have the potential to play a hugely positive role in increasing
equality, and this strategy has been around for centuries. At their core, banks
exist to help fulfil aspirations, empower people as full economic citizens, and
drive innovation. Now is the time to rediscover this tradition.
New research published by Ashoka and financial advisory firm Capco shows
how banks could be motivated to change towards delivering both a social
good and a profit. The 2.5 billion potential new clients in low-income and other
“marginalized” segments of the world population represent a staggering
opportunity for banks. Partnering with social entrepreneurs is the key to
accessing these populations, and these partnerships could also help social
impact programs to move away from relying solely on charitable intervention.
It is encouraging to know that such partnerships already exist.
For example, proven branch-less banking is already being extended to
communities that access banking services through mobile phones (Ashoka
Fellow Brian Richardson’s WIZZIT). Customers open accounts through fully
trained field agents who were previously unemployed and who now earn
commission. With this system in place, villagers avoid unproductive days
spent walking from rural villages to a banking branch to pay bills or collect
wages, and millions of “economic citizens”—who were previously excluded
from affordable access to financial services—are created. The Ashoka/Capco
paper also details many more such examples.
Yes, in order to act on this opportunity, banks will have to think outside of
traditional banking parameters. They will have to create what other multi59

national companies have been pioneering for a few years—“Hybrid Value
Chains” designed in collaboration with social entrepreneurs like Brian
Richardson, Faisel Rahman of Fair Finance, Jeroo Billimoria of CHILDLINE,
or Felipe Vergara of Lumni. But everyone would benefit. Banks would acquire
a sales and distribution channel to originate volume for lending on sound
commercial and operational grounds. Cost and technical complexity would be
minimal because many social enterprises have evolved their own low-cost
business models, and banks would not need to significantly re-engineer their
business processes to accommodate their new partners.
It’s feasible that by 2020, exciting new business models such as this could be
the norm all over the world. Banks and social enterprise can co-create
solutions to address and include today’s economically excluded citizens, all
with a continued return on equity, better access to talent, and reduced
government intervention—but in a more equitable world.
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Hybrid Value Chains for Banks and
Social Entrepreneurs
1 November 2013 by Noel Gordon, Felix Oldenburg and Nic Parmaksizian
For the first in a series of papers, Ashoka and Capco have partnered to show
a new, social future for banks. The authors Noel Gordon (Ashoka Support
Network), Felix Oldenburg (Director Ashoka Germany/Europe) and Nic
Parmaksizian (Director Capco Global Banking Practice) show that the 20th
Century history of banking is characterised by innovation that triggered
positive momentum for social change and wealth creation in economically
disadvantaged sectors - but also by the creation of financial crises through
excessive innovation and risk taking.
By partnering with social entrepreneurs, banks can now rediscover their track
record of using essentially social innovations like cooperative banking or
micro-credit and micro-insurance to help millions of people improve their lives.
The paper demonstrates with many examples how banks can evolve their
business models to solve social problems - and win 2.5bn underserved clients
in the process.
Full Text:
http://germany.ashoka.org/sites/germany.ashoka.org/files/T1153_Capco_Hyb
rid_Value_Chains_Long_FINALpdf_0.pdf
Article:
http://germany.ashoka.org/hybrid-value-chains-banks
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Social finance: the money's there but
the entrepreneurs are not
30 April 2013 by Mark Cheng and Felix Oldenburg
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/blog/social-finance-entrepreneurs
A lack of transformative ideas and returns makes the social finance landscape
challenging. Investors should look beyond the commercial finance model and
listen to social entrepreneurs
Walk the halls of the ever increasing number of social finance networks and
conferences in Europe and elsewhere, and you may notice something
peculiar – you are not going to see many social entrepreneurs.
Instead, investors and (sometimes) donors talk to each other about their
financing instruments: here a new loan fund, there a micro equity facility, and
on the horizon always the next social impact bond. The European Venture
Philanthropy Association now estimates that its members manage €1bn in
impact investments. But where is all that money going?
The scarcity of social entrepreneurs at the conferences mirrors the
increasingly obvious problem of this nascent market, there are hardly any
investees lining up for the loans and equity on offer. A well-known social
investing network has spent years coming up with sophisticated collaborative
investment schemes only to find two deals. And nobody knows how much of
the funds pledged in recent years are really going into more traditional
sustainable investments, and management fees, rather than into the
innovative social entrepreneurs they were intended for.
The state of the industry brings to mind Abraham Maslow: "If the only tool you
have is a hammer, you tend to see every problem as a nail".
From Ashoka's work with over three thousand leading social entrepreneurs
around the world (including 300 in Europe), we have learnt first hand that
financing social entrepreneurs takes more than the traditional hammer of
commercial finance, whether that be equity or debt. It requires a whole
toolbox, creatively combining both philanthropy and investing. Without it, the
supply of funds will not meet the demand. Perhaps it is time to speak up for
the demand side, and talk about three truths that could transform the sector
profoundly for the benefit of all.
Turning the market on its head
In social entrepreneurship, the scarce resource is increasingly not money but
transformative ideas in the hands of social entrepreneurs. With the rising
interest of investors and donors in social entrepreneurship (greatly
accelerated through the financial crisis) and the resulting increase of funds
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available in various instruments, the relationship at the negotiating table
needs to be transformed. It should start from what it takes to help the solution
grow rather than what it takes for the solution to fit the investor instrument.
When the majority of social enterprises are being turned away by impact
investors on the grounds that there is no viable 'exit option' for the
shareholder in the form of IPO or trade sale, or the risk-reward does not meet
their fund's hurdle rates, perhaps it is time to ask whether the problem is not in
fact with the investor, wedded to one kind of investing model, rather than the
investee?
Researchers from the Technical University Munich confirm there may be too
much money chasing few deals. In a 2013 survey, they found that most
European social entrepreneurs who fit typical investor instruments within their
sample can choose between several suitors. Perhaps we need to turn the
market from its head to its feet by starting not from the classic venture capital
mode but by listening to the social entrepreneur.
How to solve problem like return on investment
Most social entrepreneurs, however, deal with very tough problems that have
not been solved by existing market mechanisms, and while some can
generate returns with certain activities, their aggregate return from all
activities is typically around or below 0%. For investors as well as grantgivers, this is a no mans' land. But it does not need to be. Combining their
instruments, they can get there.
For example, Deutsche Bank launched an Eye Fund in partnership with
Ashoka in 2011 to fund eye care hospitals in Africa and East Asia. The fund
received $3m of donations from philanthropists, which helped then bring in an
additional $15m of investment capital that would not have been possible
otherwise. Indeed, without the philanthropists and the investors working
together, the economics of the fund would not have worked.
Similarly, we see examples where grants are needed to help a social
entrepreneur prove a concept, and then investors can come in to take that
idea to scale. Global organisations such as Ashoka and in the UK grantmakers such as UnLtd and the Social Investment Business play such roles,
using philanthropy as a way to build capacity, potentially paving the way for
later investment. It's not a case of either donations or investment, but both,
each at the right time and in the right way.
Investor collaboration
Many investors wait at the end of the pipeline for the deals to gush out. If they
walked up the pipeline to earlier stage deals, they would meet many social
entrepreneurs who are reluctant when faced with the big tickets and nearmarket returns many impact investors prefer. This does not make them bad
entrepreneurs, simply rational ones, recognising the dangers of conflicts with
donors and mission drift. Investors will have to do the legwork in the early
stages, if they want to hope for large deals down the line. And that means
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they have to start working together instead of against each other at the
expense of social entrepreneurs.
Finance for social entrepreneurs is a young field. In Europe, it has developed
within a few years and it can change within a few years. Listening to social
entrepreneurs could be a great start.
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Benevolent Schizophrenia - A Tale of
Donors and Investors
3 December 2012 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2012/12/03/what-grant-makers-can-learn-fromsocial-investors-and-vice-versa/#74c6100b4d6d
A Swiss hotel high in the Alps filled with wealthy philanthropists suffering from
a peculiar affliction. What sounds like the setting for a mystery thriller is the
scene for a revealing discussion about giving and investing.
There are two types of people in the room: grant makers and social
investors. Grant makers feel anything other than giving without any financial
return to an often highly specific cause is not what they want. With all the
hype around impact investing, however, they wonder if losing their money is a
little passé. Social investors, by contrast, see anything below inflation rate
return as a failure. And why not get more buck for the bang?
The peculiar bit: The two groups of philanthropists overlap by about 80%.
They are largely the same people, yet they give to projects they would never
invest in, and invest in organizations they would never make a donation to. As
if from different planets (more on this), their two strategies are completely
disconnected. Benevolent schizophrenia.
After a while, the grant makers confess to a challenge: They would like to help
their grantees become sustainable, but are not sure what that exactly means.
After all, grantees mostly come back for more grants. Social investors share a
different problem: They and their intermediaries have a hard time finding
investees, because too many social entrepreneurs remain dependent on
unreliable income sources and are unable to return funds with interest, or
have strategies that may not benefit from investments (more on
the dangerous promise of impact investments).
The discussion in the hotel is indicative of the state of philanthropy, which
operates with instruments at the extreme ends of the return spectrum – -100%
for grants, +x% for investments – and nothing in the middle.
What they should realize is that each philosophy is the key to solving the
other’s problem, and more importantly, some of societies’ most urgent
problems – IF they can me made to work together.
American psychologist Abraham Maslow observed: ”I suppose it is tempting, if
the only tool you have is a hammer, to treat everything as if it were a
nail.” Translated to philanthropy: When you are a grant maker, every project
looks like a potential grantee, and every project will treat you as a grant
maker. The same applies to the investor-investee relationship.
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However, philanthropy has more than one tool. Maybe it is time to rehabilitate
grants as a key tool in the investor toolbox. They are not a “loser currency” but
can be the precursor or companion of investments, for example as investment
readiness grants, as loan guarantees, even as equity without dividends.
Applied to the same organization or field, smart grants can leverage
investments many times over, as long as they do not carry pointless
restrictions, and are part of a larger plan creating other unrestricted, long term
sources of income.
Both grant makers and investors have to learn new tricks and use new tools
for connected, hybrid strategies (see this HBR thinking on combining giving
and investing). The encouraging news is that helping social entrepreneurs
grow is not dissimilar to many other growth challenges of ideas that started
without immediately profitable markets but high social value – the history of
business is full of them.
Benevolent schizophrenia is curable. All it takes is to view social
entrepreneurs with both eyes – as a continuum; an open pipeline of
collaborative deals.
Hallucination or vision? What do you think?
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Define Social Entrepreneurs by Their
Impact, Not Their Income Strategy
20 July 2012 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2012/07/20/define-social-entrepreneurs-by-theirimpact-not-their-income-strategy/#44066e1812ca
After decades of frustrating setbacks, scientists at CERN think they have
found the Higgs boson particle — a breakthrough success after $12 billion of
research funding and smashing particles into each other in all imaginable
ways. A few days ago, my colleague Amy Clark argued that there is a lesson
about collaboration to be learned. I will use this discovery to argue that there
is also an important insight for funders of social innovation.
The CERN research shows us that definitions are never more than
hypotheses until an innovator thinks outside of the box. This is also the case
in the field of social innovation, where experts and academics have struggled
to define “social entrepreneurship” ever since the term was coined 30 years
ago. Just like scientific research, social innovation often defies funders’ rigid
definitions and expectations.
Many of the funders who have entered the burgeoning field of social
entrepreneurship in recent years come from a background of commercial
finance, and naturally they favor definitions focusing on the social ventures’
ability to repay investments. Some have gone so far as to suggest we can
only fund the solutions to the world’s toughest social problems if we go leave
philanthropy behind and tap into fantastic sums of capital ($500
billion, according to a Monitor study) by making profitable investment
propositions.
This promise itself has a dual impact. It is great news for many social
entrepreneurs who are asking themselves new questions about monetizing
their impact. But it also silently shifts the definition of social entrepreneurship
for everybody – with unintended and unfortunate consequences.
First, the analogy of business and social entrepreneurship is useful but
incomplete. It does not take into account that money and value flow differently
in the citizen sector. What is earned income, anyway? In the citizen sector,
grants and donations are often a form of market payment by a third party who
steps in when beneficiaries cannot pay or when the benefit is too widely
distributed to be “monetized.” (David Bornstein recently made a brilliant
point about the confusion of investing in vs. buying from social entrepreneurs).
The key question is not about the source of funding streams, but about their
reliability. Social entrepreneurs who succeed in combining income from
beneficiaries with steady supporter donations and grants from a healthy mix of
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foundations can be at least as stable as any purely customer-based social
business.
Second, it is a dangerous promise for some social entrepreneurs (as I have
argued elsewhere). Dangerous, because it may force them to abandon lowerrevenue strategies that may lead to higher impact, and dangerous, because it
locks out social entrepreneurs working on particularly tough problems with
very early markets that are years or decades away from generating returns.
Microcredit, a poster child for self-sustaining social business, required $12
billion (about the same as the CERN researchers) in grant funding before it
built its market, according to Monitor. In fact, many of today’s breakthrough
successes of social entrepreneurs do not follow the business school earnedincome blueprint, but use mixed income sources instead. Many of them also
use open growth instead of value-capturing organizational growth, as the
global scaling strategies of Ashoka Fellows in the Globalizer program clearly
show.
The lesson investors could learn is this: Insisting on earned income early on
can reduce the chances of funding the best solution available. Therefore,
using self-financing as a definition for social entrepreneurship is a
distraction. If we need definitions, let us use those that do not restrict the
opportunity space, but open it up.
Recently, my six-year-old godson asked what I do for a living. I paused and
thought through the myriad of definitions of social entrepreneurship in my
head, and decided against all of them. “Do you know someone in your class
who you trust will achieve anything they set out to do, someone who always
finds the solutions?” I asked. “Hm. Yes,” he responded after a while. “Okay,
now imagine that person has as only one goal: to build a new solution for a
problem we have in our society … That is the person I want to find and give
money to do just that.”
I like the analogy that social entrepreneurs are the research and development
arm of our societies. If we take it seriously and keep an open mind with
regards to income strategies, and leverage all the different funders living on
their different planets, there could be more breakthrough successes in the
citizen sector on par with the historic discovery made in Geneva
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From Solar System to Ecosystem: A
New Way to Finance Social
Entrepreneurs
2 July 2012 by Felix Oldenburg
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ashoka/2012/07/02/from-solar-system-to-ecosystem-anew-way-to-finance-social-entrepreneurs/#1c66bbb21e5b
Have you ever taken a planet walk? Along a hiking trail, you start with
Mercury and Venus, about the size of golf balls, a few meters apart on
pedestals. You walk past melon-sized Mars and Earth to a giant Jupiter, and
so on. The realistic size differences are compelling. And the distances? Well,
let us say you’d better prepare to reach Pluto.
For social entrepreneurs, finding capital is like taking a planet walk without
water or a map, trying to adapt to the rules for each planet of the social
finance solar system. Foundation Planet has no expectations for return but
may be quite demanding in restricting spending to a specific purpose
(including the purpose of making the foundation look great). Government
Planet is super-sized but has a squashing gravitational field of administrative
burdens and delays. Impact Investing Planet predicts it will grow massively
but only works for a still-small target group of investees. And so forth for
private donors, banks, venture capital, and other groups of funders.
There may be plenty to improve on for each of these funders, but the
experiences of 3,000 Ashoka Fellows in 70 countries reveal that the main
challenge is universal: Funders live worlds apart, in largely self-contained
systems with their own ways of doing things.
This simple fact has massive consequences: Most social entrepreneurs face
prohibitive fundraising costs, do not get the right funds at the right conditions,
and hardly ever get funds when they can best use them to grow their
innovations to scale.
Unless we turn the social finance solar system into an interconnected financial
ecosystem, we are not going to solve the world’s toughest problems at scale,
despite the presence of growth-ready solutions driven by brilliant social
entrepreneurs. Consider a few possibilities: Indonesian social entrepreneur Tri
Mumpuni could build green micro-hydro power solutions in every community.
Teach for All founder Wendy Kopp could recruit top university graduates to
teach in tough schools in every city. Gynecologist Frank Hoffmann could
prevent deaths from breast cancer with his blind tactile examiners. And Bart
Weetjens’ Hero Rats could de-mine former battlefields at scale for minimal
costs.
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Blaming social entrepreneurs or their lacking financial skills for the failure to
secure growth funding is a popular but deeply cynical view on the side of
social investors. The real failure is the lack of interconnection among
investors.
The social finance system needs to learn two lessons: Every solar system has
a center. That’s where the social entrepreneur should be. We should turn the
tables, and have fund-pitching rather than fundraising conversations. And
every funder should think about making the smartest possible deal, leveraging
different risk and return expectations of other funders.
This is not revolutionary thinking. Earlier this year, HBR pointed to the huge
untapped potential of combining philanthropic with investment capital. And
most success stories of innovations in fact are stories of investors working
hand in hand (although rarely by design). A Monitor report a few weeks ago
revealed that the microcredit sector required $20 billion in development
funds before it became self-sustaining.
We are present at the creation of a much smarter financial ecosystem. Social
impact bonds may be hyped but are a great illustration of the kind of
interplanetary alliances we need to see more of.
What’s next? Foundations could create guarantee funds that enable a new
wave of social investments, banks could provide working capital with
philanthropic backing, local governments could issue Human Capital
Performance Bonds…
This is a time for collaborative entrepreneurship.
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Financing Social Entrepreneurs
8 June 2012 by Mark Cheng
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/social-entrepreneurs-corporatesfinance-collaboration
How social entrepreneurs can work with corporate organisations to create
new ways of raising finance.
When social entrepreneur Luke Dowdney needed to raise funds two years
ago to support Fight for Peace, the charity he founded that teaches boxing
and martial arts to at-risk youth to reduce violence in gang-ridden
communities, he didn't go the usual route of looking for donations. Instead he
launched LUTA, a martial arts-based sportswear company featuring street
wear created by young designers from the tough Brazilian neighbourhoods
where Fight for Peace began.
In doing so, Dowdney raised just under £1m in investment from seasoned
investors who loved the idea. Half of the profits from LUTA go to support the
charity, providing much needed funds at a time when other charities were
seeing donations dry up during the financial crisis. And the business provides
street cred and useful publicity for the charity.
Dowdney's solution is typical of the kind of creative business and financial
innovation that social entrepreneurs are increasingly adopting to stay afloat,
and indeed to thrive.
Social entrepreneurs often struggle with the dilemma of how to raise finance.
Should they be a charity, and seek donations? Or a business and look for
commercial funding? They are driven by a social mission, but traditional
philanthropy doesn't provide them with a stable, long term source of finance.
At the same time, commercial investors neither understand nor trust them,
many believing that "social" means "soft" and is usually a polite word for "lossmaking.
So the fledgling social enterprise looking for capital to grow can find itself
falling between charitable and commercial funding, and appealing to neither.
Our current financial system simply isn't designed to meet the needs of these
hybrid organisations that are businesses serving a social mission. Donors are
used to giving grants to charities. They're not comfortable with making
investments in businesses. And commercial funders – the myriad army of
venture capitalists and angel investors – rarely offer the kinds of financing
terms that most social enterprises can meet.
In response to this dilemma, social entrepreneurs are starting to do what they
do best – they invent their own solutions. Take Faisel Rahman, for example.
Faisel is the founder and CEO of Fair Finance (and regular Guardian
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columnist on social deprivation), a social enterprise which provides affordable
personal loans and debt advice to individuals in London who would otherwise
be wholly excluded from the mainstream banking system.
Four years ago, Fair Finance was caught in the dilemma described above – it
had started life funded entirely through local authority grants and contracts,
but now both were being cut. Fair Finance needed to access a different
source of funding to grow, but the organisation wasn't set up to raise equity
and, although financially sustainable, couldn't offer the kind of financial returns
most venture capitalists would be looking for anyway.
What did Fair Finance do? It raised funds through its own bespoke financial
instrument, one tailored exactly to the needs of the business. Fair Finance
raised a loan offering a modest, single digit rate of interest and a flexible
repayment profile which is based on a percentage of the profits produced by
the business over the next seven years. If the business does well, the loan will
repay quicker. If the business experiences a slow-down, the loan takes longer
to repay, but cannot default.
With the support of organisations such as Ashoka, Fair Finance was then able
to find socially-minded investors to back such an instrument, raising over
£1m. The funding enabled Fair Finance to then secure additional bank lines,
and has meant that it can now access many times more capital than could
previously have been raised through grants alone, helping it achieve
sustainability and begin expanding across London.
Social financial instruments like this are just the start. New institutions and
funders are starting to come forward to meet this emerging market of socially
mission driven businesses. Many come from the world of philanthropy, with a
new generation of philanthropists seeking to provide new "impact investment"
instruments to complement the traditional world of grant-making. The Big
Issue has launched a social investment fund to meet this need, organisations
such as CAF Venturesome and SharedImpact have also been pioneering new
financing instruments like the one used by Fair Finance. And new forms of
fundraising, such as crowdfunding, where social enterprises can aggregate
donations and micro-investments from large numbers of supporters via online
platforms such as Kiva, Kickstarter and BuzzBnk, are also springing up daily.
More is needed. Here, corporate organisations with deep pools of financial
and business expertise such as law firms, banks and consultancies can play
an invaluable role, utilising their skills to help social entrepreneurs like
Dowdney and Rahman develop new sustainable business models to support
their social mission, and then find the funding to support those business lines.
Recognising this, three years ago Ashoka teamed up with leading law firm
Hogan Lovells to set up a social finance programme to create more of the
tailored financing solutions that these organisations need. Other forwardthinking organisations are similarly engaged, for example strategy consulting
firm Deloitte has launched Social Innovation Pioneers, under which its
consultants provide pro bono strategic advice to 50 social ventures. Accenture
runs Accenture Development Partners, which works with social sector
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organisations to come up with sustainable business solutions for development
drawing on the best practices of both corporates and charities.
This isn't corporate social responsibility. It's corporate organisations doing
what they do best – using their skills and resources to create new revenue
and financing models – in partnership with leading charities and social
entrepreneurs to jointly tackle social problems. Speak to the professionals at
Hogan Lovells, Accenture and Deloitte, and they will tell you how much this
means to them. This goes beyond charity - it's a unique and exciting
opportunity to reinvent the entire way a sector works, and come up with badly
needed new ideas to help the social enterprise sector become financially
sustainable.
And for me, what's most exciting is the sense that we're only just getting
started. How much more could be done once we unleash the creativity of the
best minds in the corporate world to work on these issues?
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The Best of 2012: The Dangerous
Promise of Impact Investing
26 May 2011 Felix Oldenburg interviewed by Nilima Achwal
http://nextbillion.net/the-dangerous-promise-of-impact-investingfrom-ashoka-europe/
In my last conversation with Felix Oldenburg, Ashoka’s Europe and Germany
director, described his thoughts on the quickest, most powerful ways to
unleash social impact across the globe. In part two of our conversation, in the
days leading up to SOCAP Europe, Oldenburg took on – and took apart –
what’s being touted as a new industry: impact investing.
“Leading social entrepreneurs are people who are single-mindedly passionate
about solving a social problem, but how they get there is influenced by the
funding available,” he began. “So funders have a great responsibility.”
However, he continued, the promise of channeling vast funds to social causes
through impact investing actually does more damage than good. Oldenburg
went on to craft a radical critique of the current hype surrounding impact
investing.
First of all, impact investors need their investees to repay debt or equity,
which requires a business model that can create profit surpluses. Many
assume that the impact investing craze coincides with a strategy shift toward
the social business model over the nonprofit model, as social entrepreneurs
adjust to the demands of the funding marketplace. This, Oldenburg argues, is
a myth. In fact, he finds that entrepreneurs are not moving toward models that
create surpluses and believes they should not. “Great social entrepreneurs
look for the fastest way to change the system with the cheapest form of
funding available – not for the safest way to produce surpluses to pay back
expensive loans or mezzanine capital.” This exposes the weakness of the
impact investing movement, which is predicated on the ability, and
willingness, of social ventures to generate income.
***
NextBillion.net: Why do we have an impact investing trend if we don’t
have an increased income trend?
Oldenburg: Quite frankly, impact investors are sitting at the end of an oil
pipeline, waiting for the riches to gush out, but they are finding few deals. The
most common complaint from impact investors is the low deal flow in their
industry, since there are so few social enterprises that meet their (often
narrow) requirements for investment. Some investors invest anyway,
producing not only failing deals but also damaging the investees with their
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stringent requirements. The clever investors walk upstream to find the deals,
and invest with grants and advice only to the organizations that will actually
benefit from developing a “customer-based business model.” (See Mark
Cheng’s bio.)
NextBillion.net: Then what types of social enterprises will benefit from
impact investing?
Oldenburg: Impact investing only works for investees that have an earned
income strategy that is beneficial for social impact. For simple product
businesses, like selling cookstoves in Africa, there is a clear impact rationale
to having an earned income strategy. Though these businesses are important,
they rarely pave the way to innovation. They are not the high-end social
entrepreneurs pioneering solutions where there may be no clear income
streams – or where markets could take years to build. If you force impact
investments on these solutions, you risk dumbing down their strategies from
creating new market mechanisms to using existing ones.
The tragedy is that there is a psychological power differential between social
entrepreneurs and social investors, so the former will spend a lot of time and
make a lot of mistakes accommodating the latter before they understand
whether or not an earned income strategy is, indeed, the fastest way to
impact. Many social entrepreneurs are stuck in a fundraising mentality. They
listen to the impact investors, who often impose hefty terms like two-digit
interest and an equity stake with veto power-expectations that are simply not
conducive to expanding social impact. They get even deeper into fundraising
trap by focusing everything they have on generating revenues. And the impact
investing hype also makes social entrepreneurs think that this is what the
funding marketplace expects, shifting many organizations to strategies that
limit their impact.
NextBillion.net: What do we need to do, then?
Oldenburg: We need to think differently as supporters and funders of social
entrepreneurs. We need to refocus on a paradigm of funding that starts from
the impact and not the return.
First of all, we need to ask, does it make sense for a social entrepreneur to
pursue a direct earned income strategy? If we take a hard look at the fastest
growing ideas, we realize that the most powerful strategies that
disproportionately grow social impact in comparison to the organization –
empowering employees and other organizations, open-sourcing, building
hybrid value chains, and creating a movement around an idea instead of a
slow-growing monopoly-do not lend themselves well to impact investing. The
future of innovation in the social sector is not limited to individual businesses
that generate profits – it has to do with collaboration, partnerships, and
empowering others to help you.
Many impact investors come from traditional finance, so perhaps they assume
that social entrepreneurs, like business entrepreneurs, want to capture as
much value as possible within their organization. The opposite is true: Great
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social entrepreneurs want to create as much value as possible in the whole
system, even if that means leaving revenue opportunities on the table.
Impact investing, in the worst case, will limit the very potential of an idea, by
preventing strategies that could unleash social impact across the word. By
forcing a socially impactful organization to focus on earned income, you will
cage them.
On the other hand, impact investing could thrive if it manages to channel more
funds toward proven and organically growing social enterprises, without luring
systems-oriented social entrepreneurs toward incremental growth models.
Regardless, the fundamental shift in thinking remains – we must fund the
impact, not the organization – and quickly, since there are thousands of social
entrepreneurs waiting for the capital needed to unleash their social impact.
NextBillion.net: How can we fix this market failure?
Oldenburg: Monitor states that impact investing market could be as big as
$500 billion in the next decade, double the amount of philanthropy given in the
US in 2009. However, there are very, very few high-impact social
entrepreneurs that would be able to use it. In other words, the demand for
investable social entrepreneurs is much higher than the supply of capital; it’s
an entrepreneur’s market.
The best social entrepreneurs will align themselves with trend-setting donors
who will not primarily require an organization to grow and become stronger
itself. Rather, they will allow an organization to let loose its social impact.
These funders will realize that an organization may fumble, but it is a tragedy
if the idea dies with it. They will know that if you start a movement with
unstoppable impact, it doesn’t matter what happens to the organization.
***
Oldenburg is the first to admit that he does not know the solution, but we
brainstormed: What if there was fund that provided incentives for an
organization to spread impact, and did so by quantifying its impact (for
example, by measuring the number of organizations that adopted its model)?
And then, after the organization achieved its impact, what if the fund
reclaimed its investment, not from the investee, but from the institutions
(government, etc.) that would otherwise have spent money on fixing the
problem? The UK’s Social Impact Bond is one experiment, but there are
endless ways to engineer a new funding mechanism that supports impact
growth over organizational growth. And the social capital marketplace is more
than read
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